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INTRODUCTION 
The alcoholic beverage industry makes a significant contri-
buti on t o society since its products have become firmly entrenched in 
t he social practices of mankind, serving him for entertainment, medi-
cinal , and religious purposes . There is hardly an adult today who has 
not at some time during his life allowed an alcoholic beverage to pass 
through his lips . Statistics tor the year ended June 30, 1951, indicate 
that in the United States alone apparent consumption was 216,2981 000 
gallons*, which when taken in conjunction with current estimates ot 
population reveals that per capita consumpt ion !or this period was 
in exeeess of 1 gallon per person for f!!Very man, woman, and child in 
America. 
The United States government in 1791**, shortlY after its 
formation, was quick to recognize the significance of the industr,y 
as a source of reverme, and therefore imposed at that time a federal 
excise tax on distilled pirits . The impact of such taxes may best 
be shown by reference to the 1957 Annual Report of Hiram Walker-
Gooderbam and Worts LJ.mi.ted where it i s indicated that 61. 6¢*** o! 
every sales dollar must be set aside to meet excise taxes and 'import 
duties imposed by the various governments concerned. 
Governments have not on~ taxed the industry but at times have 
sought to complete~ prevent production for entertainment purposes. 
In most cases, however, the public reaffirmed itself', and the illicit 
*1, p. 7 
*'1-6, P• l2 
***7, P• 7 
pr&ctices of moonshiners and bootiegger s along 1d th the continued 
demand for their product served to indio~ t e to the overnments concern• 
ed that such policies were not in the public intere t . One strong 
opponent of Prohibition has even gone so far as to rite t he following: 
WWere it not for the fact t hat Prohibition as 
repealed in 1933 and that the distilling f ci• 
lities had been built up in the ensuing y s, 
the government would have found itselt in 
critical situation, because it would not ve 
been oossible to obtain the enormou quan ities 
ot alcohol needed in the war (World War I ) 
effort•"* 
Rectification and bottling constitute the inal two stages 
of production in the liquor industry and may be ca ried out by 
distilleries or rectifying p nts whose sole pu:rp se is to serV"e 
this function. Distilleries rectity and bottle se produced 
spirits whereas rectifYing plants must obtain bu whiskey from 
distilleries to serve as the raw material for the r production line. 
Cost accounting is significant in this industry n t only for the 
usual reasons but also be use , 
of alcoholic beverages depend on a monthly gross gin figure upon 
which to apply a fixed percentage in determining alesmen r s compensa-
t ion. This percentage is applied to the gros.s ma gin applicable to 
the sales of each .salesman. To serve this purpos the cost ccoun\• 
i."lg system must be both accura ·e d efficient so that the ata will 
reflect actual experience nd produce the necessa y informat·on in 
a minimum amount of time. 
*2, p . n . 
2. 
Most of the work published with respect to this industry is 
in the area of merchandising which is perhaps the most complex phase 
of t he entire operation, and also the most crucial, since the success 
or failure of any entrant will depend upon how well this problem is 
solved. Only slight attention has been given in the literature to 
other specialized areas such as accounting and cost accounting . In 
f act, a survey of the literature for the past thirty years has been 
productive, in the opinion or the author, of only two significant 
contributions . M.V. Rosenbloom and A. B. Greenleaf edited Bottling 
for Profit published in 1940 in which was included a chapter on 
"accountine controls"*• Therein is suggested a system based on actual 
cost as opposed to standard or estimated .costs for summarizing cost 
data with respect to the rectifYing and bottling operations and 
applying such cost to the individual products . Natural~ a system 
of this type requires a great deal of clerical work accompanied by 
the further problem that operating statements so important as a basis 
for managerial decisions would not be forthcoming short~ after the 
close of the month. In contrast to this approach, Cox writing in 
Cost and Management** in 1945 concerning general cost practices in 
the industry says: 
"From this point (the completion of processes 
_necessary to produce bulk whiskey) until the 
finished product is shipped out and charged 
to cost or sales the entire costing is based 
on standard coats •••" 
*3 , pp. 101-131 
**14, p . 149 
3. 
The author feels that Cox's system, though described as a 
standard cost procedure, is in reality a system of estimated costsJ 
or at best a combination of the two . The distinction at times is 
tenuous , and for that reason, a discussion on that matter will be 
presented in this thesis. Cox advocates carrying the standard cost 
accounts including of course variance accounts in the general ledger, 
procedure which will prove time-conswni.Iig when monthend journal 
entries are made . In fact Cox states that his suggested procedures 
will yield management reports and statements on the "20th day of the 
month after the close of the period"*• 
The m1thor has been fortunate to gain admittance to a large, 
progressive, sales-oriented rectification plant. Because of the 
emphasis on merchandising, costing has been streamlined to the point 
where all that is necessary is one cost accountant with a few assist• 
ants, and this group is able to produce a gross margin figure shortly 
after the close of the month. The backbone of the system is predeter-
xr.ined costing which occurs independently of the general ledger. Monthly 
operating reports are based on estimated costs which are adjusted every 
• three months by means of a physical inventory priced at estj~tes 
adjusted to reflect actual experience. Np effort is made to analyze 
the difference between actual and estimate or to spread this difference 
between t~~ finished goods inventory, the work in process inventory, 
and cost of goods sold during the period. In some instarlces unorthodox 
procedures are utilized in setting est · tes . 
4. 
It will be the purpose of this study to describe in detail 
the methods employed by the company in arriving at its predetermined 
costs and the utilization of these costs for statement preparation. 
In addition, a discussion will be presented to indicate the adequacy 
of the . system with respect to accuracy and control. 
5. 
CHAPI'ER I 
Principles, and Practice~ 
The purpose of this chapter is to const 
which will enable the reader to ful~ understand t 
in subsequent chapters . Concepts 
framework 
material presented 
ti ve to the physical 
aspects of production will be set forth as an aid o facilitate clear 
comprehension of the corresponding numerical corro 
end product of any cost accounting system. 
general in nature, encompassing all aspects of pr 
the actual process of distillation, 
not within the scope of this paper . 
tea, which are the 
pter will remain 
ction ineluding 
ting for which is 
decided to present 
distillation material for the sake of completeness o that the reader 
may be infor.med concerning t he entire process of p 
most basic raw material to the finished product . though most adults 
partake of the fruits of production it is surpris · to learn of how 
little they actually know about the processes neces ary to produce 
their pleasure. The r ectification and bottling op ations of production 
will be taken up in a general manner in this chapte , and fully 
implemented by a discussion in Chapter II of these rocesses as observ-
ed by the author in the plant of the company invest gated. 
Scope of the Industrz 
Rosenbloom* describes the liquor indust as that industry 
*4, p . 1 
. I 
engaged in the production o£ distilled spirits, wine, and beer. The 
production of neither wiDe nor beer requires distillation s• that the 
processes with respect to both will be considered outside the scope 
of this paper . The reader, however, is referred to Grossman' s Guide 
to Wines , Spirits, and Be~ for a detailed discussion and below for 
a simplified discussion t .o enable him to understand these two areas 
of production. The general concepts which app~ to the production of 
wine and beer are as follows: Starch as found in grain, for example, 
:may be converted into sugar by the chemical action of malt . Malt is 
usual~ procured from barley which has been allowed to germinate 
(produce shoots) . These shoots constitute, in this case, barley 
malt. The second step is to convert the sugar thus produced into 
alcohol and the by-product, carbon dioxide . This is accomplished by 
the process of fermentati,Dn which is aided by the introduction of 
yeast acting as a catalys;l; to speed the chemical transformation. As 
can readilY be seen, beer, the basic r aw material of which is grain, 
is subjected to both stages of chemical action. On the other hand, 
wine, the usual basic. raw material of which is the juice from grapes 
already containing sugar, is merely subjected to the second step. 
The resulting product in both cases is further refined by compounding 
with other substances . In contrast to this type of operation, dist.illed 
spirits are produced by the further process of dist illation which is 
*2, pp. 13-169; pp. 229-240 
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applied to the alcohol containing mash, as produced above . Thia 
process of distillation produces what is known in the trade as 
distilled spirits which form the raw material for the later production 
of whiskey, gin, vodka, rum, brandy, and liqueurs or cordials . A 
brief description or the manufacturing processes utilized in the 
production or these six products will be presented, followed by a 
detailed explanation concerning whiskey. This is necessary since the 
production of whiskey offers the greatest challenge to the cost 
accountant and, therefore, will be used as the primary example when 
presenting the material on cost accounting in Chapter III . 
Brief Description of Production Processes 
Distillation and the Concept o£ Proof 
Since the products listed above are differentiated tram 
wine and beer as a result of the process of distillation, this 
activity will be discussed first. Disti.llation is a means of 
separating alcohol from a substance containing that compound. The 
general principle behind ·t.his process is elementary. · Alcohol 
vaporizes at a temperature of 176° Farenheit whereas water boils at 
212°. Thus it i s theoretical~ possible to heat an alcohol contaia-
ing f'luid to 176° and thereby allow the alcohol to separate as 
vapor. The v por is collected and cooled until it becomes a liquid. 
I.f the distillation process as explained bove is repeated only a 
.few times, the alcohol thus collected will not be pure but will 
contain many "impurities" or congenerics carried over from the 
-
original substance. As will be shOwn later, these ccngenerics are 
a. 
I ' 
significant in as much ae1 their presence i s responsible for the 
distinct characteristics of various types of distilled spirits . If~ 
however, the process of distillation is repeated a great many times 
aJ~ congenerics will eveiJ~tually be left behind, and the resulting 
alcohol will be theoretically pure . The product thus produced by 
repeated distillation theoretically will be 100% alcohol. If~ how• 
ever, the distillation is repeate4 only a few times the resulting 
product will not be pure alcohol, and therefore not 100% alcohol. 
In general the six products indicated above are produced from either 
pure alcohol (practically speaking a liquid containing 95% alcohol) 
or from a liquid containing from 60% to 75% alcohol. 
At this point during the discussion of percentage of 
alcohol by volume, it is necessary to translate this percentage into 
t he concept of "proof" which is universally used throughout the 
industry. The conversion from one ,concept to the other requires a 
simple calculation. Proof can readily be determined. b7 multiplying 
the number constituting t he,·percent of alcohol by volume by 2. Thus 
it can be seen that proof i s always twice the percentage f igure . For 
example, a whiskey indicated to be 86 proof would contain 4.3~ alcohol 
by volume . In view of the fact that the percentage is as adaptable 
for use in the whiskey inclustry as the proof concept it is interesting 
to present here one authoi· 1s* opinion as to the origin of the proof 
concept. The process of distillation is said to have been discovered 
9. 
during medieval times as a. result of the efforts of the alchemists . 
The production of distilled spirits, h?Wever, was taken over by men 
with much less scientific knowledge or inclination. Due to this fact, 
these men devised a test known as the "gun powder test", enabling them 
to determine the alcoholic strength of their product . By mixing equal 
' 
portions of the apirit to be tested with gun powder and applying a 
flame they were able to get conclusive results . I£ the mixture di.d 
not burn at all it was con:sidered to be too weak. On the other hand, 
if it burned too brightly :t t was considered to be too strong. If the 
mixture burned evenly with a blue flame it was considered just right . 
W'ith the advancement of scj'.entific kriowledge' scientists were later 
' 
able to show that the product determined by the "gun pot-Jder test" to 
be just right, and considered by the primitive distiller to be "proved", 
contained 50% alcohol by volume. This product was therefore considered 
by the trade to be 100 proof and thus the relationship between the two 
concepts had been determined. 
It is important to underst~nd the concept of proof not on~ 
to be able to determine alcJholic content of a beverage but also to 
enable the calculation of the tax that mu.st be paid on all alcoholic 
beverage products . The government has taken over this trade concept 
and uses it as a basis for i::,axing the liquor producer . The government 
defines a proof galton (tax gallon) as 1 gallon of liquid containing 
. 50% alcohoL by volume at 60? Farenheit. The t ,perature r quirement 
is included because the ,pe.,centage of cohol in a given liquid will 
vary slightly with the environmental temperature . The tax calcul tion 
will be discussed more fUlly later in this chapter. 
10. 
Products 
--
Having presented. the principles of distillation it can now 
be shown how the resulting distillate is used in the production o:f 
the various products mentioned e rlier ~ These products may be divided 
into t o groups according to whether or not the congenerics in the 
distillate are significant with respect to the finished product . 
Vodka and gin are classified in the gToup where the congenerics are 
insignificant, and whiskey, rum, brandy, and liqueur in the other 
group. 
9ongenerics Insignificant 
Gin 
Gin is produced from a distillate containing at least 95% 
alcohol - alcohol so pure that the congenerics can have no effect on 
the finished product . This distillate is referred to in the trade as 
neutral spirits $ The name is appropriate since, as explained above, 
this distillate, being almc)st pure alcohol, contains no ccngenerics 
which are significnnt enough to give it any ch· racteristic flavor or 
color . In this sense the ~:pirit is definitely neut rp L Needless to 
say this neutral spirit is 190 proof which is tantsmoUt t t o irrlicating 
95% alcohol by volume . Gin is produced by the redistillation of neutral 
spirits where the vapor thus produced is allowed to pass through a tray 
of flavoring agents, primarily j 1niper berries, prior to being condensed. 
The flavoring thus becomes :mixed with the alcoholic vapor, and, upon 
condensation and the addition of distilled water to bring the product 
down to potable (drinkable) strength, the liquid. is ready f or immediate 
packaging . Some companies produce gin by compounding rather than 
11. 
distillation, a process by which the neutral spirits are mere~ mixed 
with the flavoring agents . There i s no special significance to the 
use of juniper berries ex.cept that through the years trial and error 
with many flavoring agents has resulted in the finding that the use 
or juniper berries has sat,isfied the tastes of the greatest number of 
consumers . 
Vodka 
Vodka. productioll utilizes spirit s distilled from wheat at 
150 proof . Although c ongenerics remain in the distillate they are not 
allowed to mature through the process or aging so as to achieve any 
significant effect on the finished product . Distilled water is added 
to the distillate thus prcxiuced to reduce it to the range from 90 to 
115 proof. Since aging, ~ts will be e:xplained beiow, can never take 
place in glass, the packaged product wil l never be affected by the 
existence of the congenerics . 
As is commonly knotm, most gins and vodkas are colorless as 
likewise is new~ distilled alcohol. The character istic brown tones 
of whiskey, rum and brandy are a result of the aging process, and since 
this process is not allowed to proceed with respect to gin and vodka, 
their color should be expected to be as indicated above. 
Congener ics Significant 
It remains now only to discuss those alcoholic beverages 
produced by distillation where congenerics carried over to the finished 
product exert a significant; effect . These remainj_ng products may be 
classified according to thel original material from which the component 
12. 
distillate is produced. Whiskey is produced from grain, rum from 
sugar cane, and brandy from fruit. Liqueu.rs are produced by compounding 
brandy with a flavoring agent or redistilling bran~ in the presence 
of a flavoring agent . 
lfuiskez 
The three main types of whiskey are rye, bourbon and scotch. 
P.ye is produced by the dii:JtilJ.ation of a fermented mam containing at 
least 51% rye grain, bourbon from a fermented mash containing 51% or 
more corn grain, and Scotch from a fermented mash of barley grain 
processed in Scotl and . The distillate is taken off at 150 proof at 
which time it is colorles~J . Being distilled at this relatively low 
proof, the distillate contains many congenerics which, when matured 
through aging, nll gi ve e1ach type of whiskey its specific characteris-
tics . If it were not for the congeneries all distillates regardiess 
of origin would be the sanLe . The distillate therefore is channeled 
into wooden barrels where the congenerics are allowed to mature so as 
to exert their significant effect on the f inished product. Charred 
oak barrels are almost uni versallJr used in t he industry. During the 
aging process the liquor absorbs tannic a cid from the charred oak which 
is instrumental in coloring and flavoring. The oxidizing effect of the 
air also makes a significant contribut ion. Once the l~quor is removed 
from wood and placed in gl..'9.ss (bottled) no .further aging can take place. 
During aging a certain amount of evaporation occurs, a process which 
must be accounted for, s 1fill be explained later . Much aging proceeds 
for at least f our years, and it is interesting to note that science has 
1.3. 
yet. to discover a means of short.ening this process . The .t'ully aged 
and matured whiskey now lo:1own in the trade as bulk whiskey becomes 
the raw material for rectj_f'ication and bottling . A more detailed 
discussion of the product:ton of whiskey will be presented later with 
more information concerning rectification and bottling. It is suffi-
cient at this time to say that rectification and bottling are concerned 
with the blending of various whiskeys and other substances to produce 
a product of consistent quality and taste, and the packaging of such 
a product. 
Rum 
Rwn is produced essentially f rom sugar cane. The sugar cane 
is cut and then crushed so that the juice may be extracted. Most. ot 
the water content of the juice is removed by boiling and the sugar 
content is reduced to 5% by the use of centrifugal machines . The 
remaining molasses has wat(3r and yeast added . The yeast, as will be 
remembered, aids in transforming the sugar into alcohol which is later 
separated by the process o:t distillation. The distillate is then aged · 
for several years resulting in bulk rum which can be bottled as is or 
blended with other ingredients. 
Bran& 
Brandy is obtained from the distillation of wine or a ferraent-
ed Jr.ash of .fruit. As was explained before, when yeast is added to a 
sugar containing substance such as fruit the sugar is transformed into 
alcohol, and, if not furt.her processed, the resulting substance is wine . 
14. 
If, however, the process of distillation is applied the resulting 
product after suitable aging is branay. 
Liqueurs 
Essentially liqueurs (also known as cordials) are produced 
by compounding. Fruit liqueurs such as apricot and peach are produced 
by adding apricot and peach flavoring respective~ to branQy. Sugar 
is also added. Plant liqueurs such as creme de ,,.~·i;be and cr~e de 
cacao are made by combining brandy with plant, seed, root, or herb, 
and distilling the compound. 
Having given a general picture of the various products ot the 
alcoholic beverage indust17, the remainder of this chapter will be 
devoted to a more detailed discU5sion of whiskey production with 
emphasis on rectification and bottling. Other general concepts, 
important with respect to the material which follows on costing, will 
also be presented. 
A Detailed Anaqsis of the Product ion of Whiskey from 
Raw Material t o Finished Product 
Some general. concepts of alcoholic beverage production have 
already been presented • . Implementing that discussion the remainder 
of this chapter is devoted to a specific analfsis of whiskey production. 
A step by st~p description of the distillation aspects of whiskey 
production will be presented followed by a detailed explanation concern-
ing rectification and bottling . Interwoven throughout the discussion 
will be points concerning governmental· control and taxation. The 
15. 
r emaining concepts necessary for a complete understanding of Chapter III 
will be included. 
Techniques of Manufacturing Bulk Whiskez 
A step by step p:rocedure for the making of American whiskey 
is well presented by Gros~nan* and quoted below: 
"1. The grain upon arrival at the distillery is 
carefully inspected and cl@a.ned of all dust . 
2. It is ground in a grist mill to a meal. 
3. The meal, together with a small amount of malt, 
is cooked to t:onvert the starches • 
4. The cooled "wort" is yeasted with pure culture 
yeast , and goE!S to the fennenting vats to become 
"beer" . 
5. The beer goes into a patent or double column still. 
The result is whiskey, which is distilled out at 
below 160 proc,f . It is now reduced in proof to 
100 to 103 by the addition of pure well water. 
6. The new whiskey is placed in a new charred white 
oak barrel to mature in a bonded warehouse, where 
it must remain until the Internal Revenue tax has 
been paid. " 
The still mentioned in step 5, of course, is the device in 
which distillation takes place . The charred white oak barrel referred 
to in step 6, as was explained earlier, makes up an important component 
of the manufacturing process . The larger distilleries in the past have 
spent m11ch time and money in developing barrels that will produce 
product of high quality and distinction. For example an article in 
Fortune Magazine** concerning Hiram -Walker-Goodarham and orts Ltd. 
states the .f'ollowing: 
"Hiram Walker spent time and money to find the rigid~ 
oak for its barrel.:5, growing oncy on the shady side 
of t .he Ozark Mountains • 11 
*2, p . 194 
~15, P• 73 
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According to government regUlation, the barrels may be used 
on~ once and thereafter must be destroyed. All barrels used are 
serially numbered under go·vernment supervision to prevent illegal avoid-
ance of the tax imposed by the government. 
As indicated in step 6 above, the newly distilled whiskey 
Il!llst be a ged in bonded war•a.."louses . A bonded warehouse. is merely a 
storage area which is unde:r strict government control. Such an area 
or areas is usually located on the distiller ' s premises, and may be 
either a room or fenced off area within the distiller,, or a separate 
building on distillery property. If the area is included within the 
distillery it nru.st be suscoptible to entrance from outside. For 
example one corner of the plant with an outside entrance may be set 
aside and designated as a bonded warehouse . Only official government 
representatives have keys to this area so that all incoming and outgoing 
activity is directly under their surveillance. The government exerts a 
great deal of control in tr.d.s area because the tax on distilled spirits 
comes due as the spirits ar·e removed fJ;'om bond and dumped for rectifica-
tion. 
Governmental Control 
Taxation 
The tax imposed by the . government currently is $10. 50 per 
proof gallon and is payable, as explained above, when the spirits are 
removed .from bond. A .furtht:lr tax of $ • .30 is imposed on all spirits 
which go through the proces13 of rectitication prior to bottling. This 
tax, as explained later, must be paid just prior to tha commencing of 
17. 
the bottling operation. Returning now to the $10.50 tax, it is 
necessar.r to explain the concept of proof gallon to enable the reader 
to understand the basic unit on which the tax is levied. The govern• 
ment has utilized this concept so that the tax will be based on alcoholic 
content rather than merely gallons bottled. This tax, though paid by 
the distiller, is completely passed on to the consumer, thus becoming, 
in theory, a use tax. It .follows reasonably that the user of a more 
potent beverage s hould suffer a higher tax. One proof gallon is the 
equivalent of one wine gallon (synonymous for actual gallon) 100 proof. 
Since the proof gallon is the basic taxable gallon it is sometimes 
referred to as a tax gallon. Taking into consideration the definition 
of proof gallon i t may further be said that every i wine gallon of pure 
alcohol is taxable at the rate of $10. 50. This is so since 1 proof 
gallon, being a wine gallon 100 proof, contains 50% alcohol by volume. 
Following is the computation of the tax on a wine gallon of distilled 
spirits removed from bond at 80 pr oof. Since this wine gallon is only 
80 proof it contain~ 4/10 of a gallon of pure al cohol. Since 5/10 of 
a gallon of pure alcohol i:; taxable at $10. 50, 4/10 of a gallon is tax-
able at $8.40 ( •~5 x $10. 50) . Therefore the tax on 1 wine gallon, 
80 proof, is $8.40. .4/.!), as indicated in the parenthesis above, 
equals 80% whic~ is numeri<:.ally equivalent to the given proof of 80. 
Thus the general rule for determining the tax on spirits withdrawn from 
bond is as follows: Take the proof as given and treat it as a percent-
age . Apply t his percentage1 to t he tax rate, 10. 50, and multiply by 
the number of wine gallons to be removed from bond. For example, the 
tax on 200 lr.U of spirits, e6 proof, would be calculated as follows: 
e86 X $10. 50 X 200 • $1,8o6 
18. 
This rule may likewise be applied to distilled spirits whose 
strength is in excess of 100 proof at the time that they are removed 
from bond. It now reasonably follows that, in order to convert a 
given quantity of wine g.allons into proof gallOD8, all that is necessary 
is to multiply the wine gallons given by the proof value taken as a 
percentage. In the example above the 200 WG may therefore easily be 
converted into 172 PG {. 86 x 200) . Since the tax is leVied in terms 
of proof gallons it ~ readily be calculated by multiplying 172 x :~10.50 , 
which again equals $1,806. 
As was stated earlier, a certain amount of evaporation take:s 
place duririg the process of aging. The ~estion thus arises as to 
whether the tax is based on the gallonage originally placed in the 
barrels or upon the reduced amount of the gallonage removed from bond 
four or more years later . In generall as would be expected, the tax is 
based on the reduced amount . Up until recently the government bad used 
the Carlisle Average as a basis for determining maximum evaporation 
allowable for tax purposes . This average was determined by taking into 
consideration the experience of a great many distilleries throughout 
the countr,y, and was express ~d as a percentage by taking the reduced 
amount as a fraction of the original amount placed in bond. A different 
percentage of course was calculated for each different length of time with 
the month being the unit of time. If a distiller,y ' s experience indicated 
a percent evaporation factor less than the Carlisle A~erage, the tax 
would be based on the Carlisle Average. If the experience, however, 
showed a percentage greater than the Carlisle Average, then the experience 
percentage wou+d govern. Even though the Carlisle Average is no longer 
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used for the purpose for which it was original~ intended, time is 
devoted to it at this point because it is useful to the purchaser of 
bulk whiskey, such as a rectifying plant . The actual experience of 
the rectifier upon dumping the spirits may be compared with the Carlisle 
Average to insure that the evaporation factor with respect to an other-
wi se satisfactory vendor is not too far out of line. 
While on the subject of evaporation it is necessary to point 
out and describe some pertinent concepts relative to this matter. The 
concepts of wine gallon and proof gallon have already been explained1 
and, . at this time, two related concepts will be presented. Original 
Proof' Gallon (OPG) refers to the wine gallon, originally placed in 
bond by the distillery, converted into proof gallons by the means 
previously explained. Regauged }?roof Gallons (RPG) refers to the 
reduced amount of wine gallons after evaporation converted to the proof 
gallon concept. 
Before proceeding it might be help.tul to bring together in the 
form of an example the concepts above v1ith the related concepts present-
ed earlier: 
Assume that 500 WG are originally placed in bond at 
88 proof. Further assume that 48 months later there 
are 400 WG remaining after evaporation.at a strength 
of 90 proof'. Determine the amount of oro, RPG, the 
tax due upon withdrawal from bond, and the evapora-
tion percentage. (Note that the change in strength 
during evaporation occurs as a result of the fact that 
water under these conditions of storage will evaporate 
more quickly than alcohol.) 
Solution: 
oro 
RR1 
• . 88 X 500 
. 90 X 400 
• 440 
• 360 
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Bottled in Bond 
Tax 
Recovery %# 
• 36o X $10. ,50 
• 400 t soo 
• 3~780 
• 80% 
Prior to leaving the topic of government supervision far tax 
purposes, one further point needs discussion. Doubtless, anyone who 
has ever purchased a bottle of whiskey or observed a whiskey advertise-
ment has seen the following inscription at one tiD~ or another -
"Bottled in bond under the supervision of the United States Government" . 
Most uninfo~ persons take this statement to mean that the government 
by supervising the operation has placed its certificate of quality upon 
the product . Having read the foregoing, the reader has probab~ guessed 
that the government supervision is for no other reason but to insure 
prompt and correct collection of the tax. As previously stated, the 
tax must be paid prior to withdrawal of the distilled spirits from bond. 
This means that the inventory increases in ~;ing value at this point 
by $10. $0 per proof gallon. Naturally it would be to the advantage of 
the rectifier to postpone the payment of the tax for as long as possible 
so as t o bring it cl ser to the time of realization. By bottling i n 
bond, which automatica~ must be under government supervision, since 
the government controls the bonded warehouse, the rectifier can postpone 
the tax until the packaged product is removed from. bond for the purpose 
of immediate shipment to the customer . A whiskey to be eligible for 
to evaporation, it is more a1Jpr . :ciate, in 
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#Although this cone pt ref r 
vi of the manner by w it iE developed, to r f r t o it a ~ recovery %. 
bottling in bond must be a straight whiskey (unblended spirit from the 
same distillery with only water added to r educe it to potc.ble strength) 1 
at least four years old, and bottled at 100 proof . To indicate to t he 
constuner that these requirements have been met the government allows the 
bottler to affix a green strip stamp over the bottle closure . A red 
strip stamp is utilized for all other products . 
Thus far in this section material concerning the production 
processes ·relative to alcoholic beverages up to the point of rectifica-
tion and bottling has been presented . The discussion has been concerned 
with the distillation of spirits and the placing of such spirits in bond 
for a{,J').ng purposes . It should be understood that all distilleries will 
customarily rectif.y and bottle most of their own production, leaving 
the remainder for sale on the open market as bulk whiskey. The indepen-
dent rectification and bottling plant will, however, have to go into 
the bulk whiskey market in order to procure the raw materials necessary 
for its own production. The present discussion will continue with 
material on the purchasing of bulk whiskey, followed by a discussion of 
the r ectification and bottling operation. 
Purchasing of Bulk Whiskey 
Bulk whiskey is traded by means of warehouse receipts evidencing 
ownership of barreled whiskey in bond. In past years these warehouse 
receipts have found their way into the general investment market during 
~hich time many abuses became associated with them. Most conspicuous 
among these was the fact that several receipts were issued for the Sallle 
barrel of whiskey. The public soon retired from the whiskey market as a 
result of two main causes . Not mentioned in the preceding discussion 
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concerning taxation was the restriction that the tax on spirits becomes 
due when the spirits are removed from bond or an eight-year period has 
eJ.~psed, whichever event occurs sooner . Thus it can be seen that the 
person holding the receipt at the end of the eight-year period would 
become liable for the tax. There was also the related problem that, 
if a nob-bottling buyer could not be found, the whiskey owned could 
not be used for the personal purposes of the receipt holder since it 
was still unprocessed . He would find himself at the mercy of the 
shrewd bottler who would offer to pay a low price to prevent the 
receipt holder from suffering a total loss. Some banks to this day 
are still skeptical about accepting whiskey warehouse receipts as 
collateral on loans. 
Having ·distilled spirits now available either through one's 
own distillation process or by purchase in the open market, the final 
two steps in alcoholic beverage production may proceed. 
Rectification 
A legal definition of rectification used for the purpose of 
determining the necessity of becoming licensed is as follows: 
"Generally any person t.vho rectifies, purifies or refines 
distilled spirits or wines, or who by mixing such spirits 
or wines with each other , or with any materials , manu-
factures any imitation or compound liquor for sale, and 
ever,y wholesale or retail liquor dealer who has in his 
possession a still or leach tub , or who keeps any other 
apparatus for the purpose of refining in any manner 
distilled spirits, is a rectifier and must qualify as 
such."* 
*8, p . 205 
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A more functional definition is presented by Grossman: ~ 
ttWhat constitutes rectifying? 
1 . Blending two different spirits. 
2. Blending two different whiskeys, i . e . ~fhiskeys distilled 
in two different distilleries or in two different seasons 
of the year . 
3. Blending whiskey with neutral spirits . 
4. Redistillation of a whiskey that has been stored in a 
barrel . 5. Adding coloring, flavori ng or anything except water . 
6. Redistillation of neutral spirits for potable purposes . 
7. The distillation of neutral spirits over a flavoring 
agent. 
8. Compounding of neutral spirits with essential oils for 
gin or liqueurs and/or simple syrup for sweetening. 
The following do NOT constitute rectitying and consequently 
are not sub ject to the 30 cents per gallon rectification tax: 
1. The blending of whiskeys which are four years old or 
more, when such blending takes place under u.s. Govern-
ment supervision. 
2. The distillation of gin, where the spirit is produced 
from grain and the entir e process is continuous within 
closed pipe lines in one plant . 
3. The mere reduction in proof with water on.ly.tt 
As can readily be seen, the process of rectification is a 
process whereby whiskeys and other ingredients are mixed together with 
the expectation of producing a distinctive beverage . In general whiskeys 
may be classified into three groups, straights, blends of straights, 
and sp.irit blends. A straight whiskey is comprised solely of whiskey 
from the same distillery produced during the same season of the year. 
T~e only rectification process necessa~J pr ior to bottling this product 
is filtering the spirits as they are removed from the barrels and adding 
water to bring the whiskey down to the desired proof. In this case 
rectification for tax purposes has not tak~1 place and the product is 
*2, p . 17.3 
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not subjected to the rectification tax of $.30 per proof gallon. 
Blends of straights are nothing more than the name implies in that 
straights are mixed toget her and no other ingredients are used with 
the exception of water to reduce strength. As noted in l above among 
the exceptions wi th respect to the rectification tax, if the straig·ts 
blended are at least four years old, the finished product thus produced 
is not subject to this tax. Spirit blends encompass all blends in 
which neutral spirits are used as an ingredient . All blends of this 
type are subject to the rectification t ax and also, according to 
governmental regulation, the percentage of whiskey in the blend must 
be clearly indicated. Other ingredients commonly" used in blends are 
chemicals known as blending agents which facilitate the mixture of 
the various ingredients, caramel coloring to enhance the color of the 
ful~ matured whiskey components or to produce the color when underaged 
whiskeys have been utilized, and sugar . Needless to say a rectifYing 
plant must have adequate laboratory facilities to enable research on 
various blends and to determine the feasibility of substituting various 
whiskeys in already existing blend f ormulas when the price structure 
and supply considerations necessitate such a move. 
Once the whiskeys have been blended, there remains only the 
bottling operation and the placing of the bottles in cases for shipment • 
. ! ~ling and Packing:, 
Bottling in the alcoholic beverage industry is accomplished 
j_n a manner similar to that of any industry engaged in packaging a 
liquid. Automatic machinery is used for most of the necessary opera-
tiona supplemented by manual labor for operations which have not as 
yet become mechanized. Bottling in the liquor industry not only serves 
as a means of p~ckaging but also as a significant aid to merchandising. 
~fuiskey advertising is restricted completely with respect to radio and 
television, and partially with respect to magazines and newspapers. 
An attractive bottle included in an attractive display at the retailer's 
establishment helps significantly to overcome the limitations of the 
advertising restrictions. Closures for the bottles are usually of 
two types, "screw on" or cork. The cork type had for many years posed 
the problem that ordinary adhesives used to attach a handle to the 
cork would break down in the presence of alcohol. Synthetic resins 
for this purpose had to be invented to solve this problem. Seals 
combining the closures to the glass are necessary to prevent tampering 
subsequent to shipment, such as adding water. The customer can thus 
be assured upon observance of the seal that the contents of the bottle 
are the same as when it left the plant. The following considerations 
concerning closures and seals are listed by Rosenbloom and Greenleaf:* 
1) Seal from air 
2) Attractiveness 
3) Easy to open 
4) Ease of reclosure 
5) Tampering 
6) Ease and low cost of original attachment 
Finally the bottles must be placed in cases for shipment. 
These are usuallY composed of corrugated cardboard and must be labeled 
according to various state and federal regulation&. 
*31 P• 67 
Woven throughout the discussion included in this chapter has 
been frequent reference to governmental regulations . The government 
exerts such control for the purpose of collecting its tax and for the 
protection of the public . To show the extent of this governmental 
regulatory activity, the following statement by Harold J. Smith* is 
presented: 
11The distillery may not begin operations until the 
government has approved the distilling plant, and 
once in operation it ~ not discontinue distilling, 
even for a few days, without a permit to do so and 
to forestall any possibility of illicit operat!ons 
the government removes a vital part of the equipment ." 
Chapter II which .follol~S presents a detailed discussion of 
the production line of the compa~ investigated in order to implement 
the material presented herein on rectification and bottling. 
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CHAPI'F.R II 
The Production Line of Co~ X 
Storage Facilities 
upon receipt of delivery of bottling supplies such as bottles , 
closures, seal , and labels, they are transported to the top tloor of 
the plant by means of an elevator i<ihich is installed on the outside 
wall of the building . A two-tier conveyor belt runs fro th elevator 
entrance the entire length of the building, almost to the op site 
wall. The two tiers of the belt run in opposite direct ions and have 
switch off points spaced at various distances . These belts facilitate 
the storage of incoming materials and the issuing of materials into 
process . A o, on this same floor, an area is segregated for the 
storage of returned goods previously shipped t o salesmen. According 
to government regulations , the area set aside for this purpose st 
be a separate ro or fenced in area which can be kept und r lock and 
key . Goods are usually returned because the packaging was originally 
defective or has become so as a result of time . Returns also arise 
because salesm may oversell to jobbers who find that they r unable 
to sell all that they have previously ordered. If the cause is merely 
a defect of packaging this situation will be remedied if possible, and, 
if not, the contents of the returned bottles will be dumped for r ebottling. 
As was e:xplained in Chapter I, once the whiskey i s packaged in glass no 
fUrther chemical reaction will take place and, therefore, packaged 
whiskey can be kept almost indefinitely. It is for this reason that 
packaging which has become defective as a result of time can have its 
contents dumped for rebottling without affecting the quality of t he 
finished product. 
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Besides bottles, the most important material for the recti-
fication plant is bulk whiskey. With respect to the company investigated 
this comes from two sources , its own distillery and from the bulk whiskey 
market . Curr ntly the largest source of supp~ is from the outside 
markets . As was entioned in the preceding Chapter, ownership of bulk 
whiskey is t ransferred by means of warehouse receipts. For example, 
distillery A may offer certain of its already barreled produc for 
sale on t he open market and issue a negotiable warehou e r c ipt to 
the purch.3ser . Si.nce the product above is already barreled it is 
considered to be in bond as indicated earlier . Distillery A continues 
to maintain the purchased whiskey in its own bonded warehous charging 
applicable storage and insurance costs .to the account of the vendee. 
When the whiskey has reached maturity or better yet, wh th vendee 
has decided to bring the whiskey. to his own plant so that it ill be 
available for rectification when needed, the warehouse rec ip is 
presented and appropriate transportation arr angements are 
the vendee, of course, paying the freight and insurance during transit . 
The tax, however, does not become pal~ble since all that s ppened 
is that the whiskey has been transferred from the vendor ' s bo ed ware-
house to the vendee ' s bonded war house . The whiskey has not b en 
removed from bond and therefore the tax is not due. Only wh -the 
barrel is actually emptied i s Uncle Sam entitled to collection. 
Rectification 
The barreled whiskey is transferred from the bonded warehouse 
or storage rea to the rectification room. Prior to being dumped the 
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cont ents of the barrel must be~ighed by deterwining the weight of t he 
barrel and contents and deducting t~e weight of the barrel. By use 
of a conversion ratio the weight may be expressed in terms of volume. 
The strength or proof of the whiskey must also be checked . This data 
provides information to enable the calculation of the tax, and also 
to give manag ent valuable information with respect to th ount 
of shrinlr.age during the aging process . The barrels are dumped through 
filters , their contents eventually to reach rectif.ying tanks . In 
these rectifYing tanks the other ingredients, as designat d by the 
laboratory produced formula , are added and mixed together wi th the 
whiskey. Once the mixture is complete it travels through a closed 
system by means of pipes to the bottling tanks . 
All of the loss during rectification, the accounting treat• 
ment for which will be indicated in Chapter III, takes place while 
the fluid is 1n the rectification or bottling tanks . Mo t compani s 
lose 2% to 3% of the total gallonage dumped for rectification and 
have had difficulty in devising procedures which could be ada t ed to 
r educe this loss . Most of this loss occurs as a result of seepage 
into the air surrounding the tanks . This seepage is e idenced by 
the strong whiskey odor ·which especia~ pervades the rectification 
rooms . The company investigated has devised a method by which the 
escaped vapors may be reclaimed from the surrounding air and utilized 
in the finished product . By means of this device the company has 
succeeded in reducing the loss percentage for most of its products 
down to ~ of 1%, and, in the case of some products, down t o o. 
Another means of preventing waste used widely throughout t he i ndustry 
is the filter pres • This devie- is used to wring out satur d 
filters prior to disposal . Much attention has been given by companieu 
in the industry to this loss problem because, if not closely controlled, 
it could bee me a costly ele ent of production. Whiskey in t 
process of rectification is tax paid and instead of being v lu at, 
for example, $ So er gallon, its cost while in process incr sea to 
$11. 00 ( 10. ,0 + .50) . Thus it can be seen that a 2 loss rior to 
tax payment cost 
. 22 . 
. 01 whereas the same loss after tax payment costs 
The company operates a gin still which empties direct~ into 
a bottling tank. Gin is produced here by a special vacuum process and 
the vacuum still designed by this company when installed was the only 
one of its kind . A will be remembered gin is essentially produc ,d 
by redistilling diluted neutral spirits in the presenc of 1 vor-
ing aeent , primarily juniper berries . The vacu process allow the 
alcoholic v p r to be distilled out at a lower temper ture which 
reduces greatly the breaking down of the flavoring agent and subsequent 
introduction into the product of undesirable oils and tastes 
The company also maintains a special room for the production 
of egg- nog. This product is a good nationwide seller during the 
Christmas season, but, surprisingly enough, sells year round through• 
out th South. Since this product is made from milk and cream special 
attention must be giv n to temperature and cleanliness during its 
production. 
Bottling and Packing 
Bottling Tanks 
As mentioned before the fully filtered and rectifi d product 
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is transported by pipes from the rectif.ying tanks to the bottling 
tanks . The blended product can thus remain in these tanks until a 
bottling line becomes free or until it is necessary to run the parti-
cular brand to order . To create flexibility the pipes running from 
the bottling tanks to the bottling lines may be set up in various ways 
so that the contents of any bottling tank can be directed to any of 
the several bottling lines . While the liquid remains in the bottling 
tank, government representatives make their examination to determine 
the amount of rectification tax that must be paid before the contents 
can be bottled. As will be remembered this tax is based on the proof 
gallon concept and the tax is $ • .30 per proof gallon. The inspectors. 
must therefore deterwine the wine gallonage in the tank as well as the 
proof of the contents . This tax must be paid at this time prior to 
bottling by means of governn1ent tax receipts purchased by the company 
in advance . Upon determination of the tax due, the company gives 
the inspector an equal amount of t ax receipts which are cancelled 
and affixed to the tax return, both being a ttached to the bottling 
tank concerned as visual evidence of the discharge of the tax obliga-
tion. The whiskey is now ready to be bottled. 
Bottling Lines 
The company maintains twelve bottling lines to accompl:i.sh 
the operations which are described subsequently. 
Cases of empty bottles are issued from the storage room 
mentioned previously. These cases are opened by hand from the bottom 
so that, when tipped over and the cases removed, the bottles are 
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standing upright. These are mechanically pushed into sorter !ro 
which t hey emerge into the line in single file. No machine has yet 
been devised which can successfully remove the empty bottles from their 
cases, The first stop after the sorter is the cleaning machine . The 
bottles are cleaned both inside and out by means of hot air jets. 
Cleaning with water is not practical since it would take too long to 
dr"J off the inside of the bottles and if the whiskey was packag d 
before the water had completely evaporated, its proof or str h 
would be slightly weakened by the presence of the water. 
A rotary type filler is used which provides for continuity 
of operation without interruption. The whiskey flows into the filler 
directly from a bottling tank upon which, of course, the r ectification 
tax has been paid . Some lines contain eight filler spickets , others 
sixteen for increased speeds . The speed of filling is usually determin-
ed by the nature of the product . For example, egg-nog will fill more 
slowly since it is slow mov.ing because it is thicker than whiskey. 
Screw caps are used on most bottles, and these are thrown directlY 
from their cases i nto bin receptacles from which they emerge in single 
file , and are appli d by a rotary mechanism similar in shape t o the 
rotary filler . 
· From here the bottles proceed through a labeling machine 
where only the brand labels are affixed. The glue is first applied to 
t he bottle followed by the affix.ing or the label. Most of the remaining 
processes are performed by hand . The bottles emerge from the labeling 
machine in two columns so as to permit two separate crews to perf orm 
th~ manual operations and thereby increase the speed of the line . The 
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federal red or green stamp is affixed on the neck of the bottle running 
over the closure so that upon opening by the consumer the stamp will be 
broken; the seal which guarantees to the customer that the bot tle has 
not been tampered with is next placed joining the cover to the glass . 
Several states require special state stamps and if the production is 
intended for any of these states, these stamps must be placed on the 
bottles at this time. The federal stamp as indicated above is placed 
in a standard position, whereas almost each state requiring a stamp 
indicates a special position. For example, state stamps may be found 
on the neck or back of the bottle or on the front of the bottle affL~ 
partially to the producer ' s label and partially to the glass . The 
bottles are inspected at the end of each line, packed into cases by 
the inspectors, and fed into a machine where they are closed nd sealed . 
From here the cases travel by gravity feed to the finished go s s t -ore-
room where they are labeled and further readied for shipment. 
In an industry where there are so many types of products and 
so many sizes of bottles , an important feature of the bottling l ine is 
flexibility and ease of changeover . To accomplish a changeover the 
speed of the line must be adjusted. All parts of the line coming in 
direct contact with the liquid previously bottled must be thoroughly 
cleaned out . Caps and labels must be changed and all necessary 
adjustments for a differing size bottle must be made . The company 
investigated employs a separate crew whose only task is the operation 
of changeover. The work thus becomes specialized and a well exp rienced 
cr ew can accomplish a complete changeover of one of the lines described 
above in about twenty minutes . 
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The function of quality control is carried out by laboratory 
personnel during every phase of the entire process as described in 
this chapter. Bulk whiskey is examined for taste and quality. 
Rectified whiskey is similarly checked . Closures and seals are examin-
ed for rust or other foreign matter which might affect the finished 
product. The federal government also maintains a quality control 
staff who have access to ever.y part of the production line and fUrther 
assure the public that the finished product will be of adequate quality. 
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CHA.Pl'ER III 
Cost Accounting §ystem of Company X 
The cost accounting system being used by the company has been 
referred to as a standard cost system by the company ' s cost accountant. 
Careful examination of the system, however, has put doubt into the 
author ' s mind as to whether this is an accurate description of the 
methods actually in use . At best the present system is a hybrid., 
including some features of a standard system and some methods employed 
with respect to a system of estimated costs . It is intended to 
include in Chapter IV a more detailed discussion of the differences 
between the two systems but it is sufficient for the purposes ot 
this chapter to indicate that standards are usually based on theoreti• 
cal and scientific expectations whereas estj~tes are evolved by 
reference to past experience, giving some weight to conditions that 
might cause future fluctuations . The company ' s system will be present-
ed in this chapter in great detail and the reader should draw his own 
conclusions concerning the classification of the system. Information 
will also be presented to enable understanding of the use to which 
the product of the system is put with respect to the preparation of 
monthly statements and also physical inventory verified quarterly 
statements . A brief description will also be included concerning the 
method utilized to accumulate actual costs in the general ledger, and, 
finally, an examination of what steps the company takes to ana~e 
the variances betl~een actual and estimate or standard. To give the 
reader proper perspective it is necessary, at this time, to point out 
that the costs determined to be standards or estimates are utilized 
independently of the general ledger, and only become recorded therein 
quarterly when the physical inventory is taken, and priced at these 
predetermined costs adjusted to an estimate of actual. 
Determination of Costs 
All work in cost predetermination is focused on the prepara-
tion of the cost sheet shown as Figure I . The figures shown on the 
sheet are intended for illustrative purposes and in no way res mble 
actual figures as r ported by the company's records . Sheets of this 
type are compiled for each individual product and are r •is d and 
adjusted when market conditions suggest that the figures are no longer 
appropriate . When market fluctuations are so significant as to almost 
' 
invalidate the entire sheet, the company starts from scratch and 
develops a new sheet for each product which properly reflects current 
conditions . 
It is the author ' s intention to lead the reader through this 
sheet item by item, explaining the meaning of each particular item, 
and showing how the figure which ppears on the report is developed. 
Subsidiary records which are maintained to aid in the development of the 
figure shown will be illustrated where the author believes they are 
unusual enough to merit special consideration. 
Descriptive Information 
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Most of the data on the top four lines is strict~ informational 
and need not concern us at this time except for an explanation of two 
interrelationships . Line three on the left side indicates a percentage 
and an age . The percentage is a figure which the government requires 
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be placed on all bottles of blends, and indicates the percent ge on a 
proof gallon basis, that the proof gallonage of straight whiskey bears 
to the proof gallonage of the total product. The government has adopted 
this regulation so that purchasers will be informed concerning just 
what portion of the contents of the bottle they purchas is aged straight 
whiskey as opposed, for example, to non aged neutral spirits . The age 
figure indicates that no whiskeys are included in the product which are 
younger than the age indicated although natural~, since products of 
differing ages are usuallY employed, the company i s not prevented !ron 
using products which have been aged for a longer period of time . On 
line 4 the three figures indicated are wine gallons, proof, and proof 
gallons . In Chapter I the conversion betwe m wine gallons and proof 
gallons was explained, and to observe the existence of this relationship 
all the reader need do is convert the proof figure to a percentage, and 
apply it to the wine gallon figure, thus arriving at the proof gallonage 
figure (. 86 x 100. 2 ~ 86. 172) . 
~edient Costs 
The second section of the report (line 5 to line 18) is devoted 
to the development of the predetermined costs applicable to the various 
ingredients which go into the finished blends and make up the liquid to 
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be bottled . As can be seen, the federal tax is also computed in thi 
section. Since the federal tax on distilled spirits is constant at $10. 50 
per proof gallon this is the most accurate predetermined cost on the 
entire sheet . Costs are usual~ determined on the basis of approximate~ 
100 wine gallons of finished product . Shrinkage during the aging in bond 
process would not distort the tax calculation, since the tax is only 
paid on the net amount withdrawn f r om bond . However, shrinkage during . 
rectification has a more significant effect with respect to the tax. 
The company' s method of accounting for this situation will be indicated 
later. 
Line 6 indicates that a straight bourbon, four years old or 
older if necessary in the amount of 5.60 wine gal lons or actual gallons 
is called for according t o the formula for this particular product as 
supplied by the laboratory. The bourbon is 100 proof as indicated by 
the notation 100°, and therefore the proof gallonage will be equiva.lent 
to the wine gallonage (5. 6o x 1. 00 • 5. 60) . The federal tax applicable 
to this portion of the total blend is readily computed by multiplyi~ 
the current rate or $10. 50 per proof gallon by the number of applicable 
proof gallons which in this case is 5.6o. The resultant $58.80, as 
mentioned before, becomes the tax applicable to the portion of the 
product which is comprised of bourbon, and a future comparison between 
the actual tax and the predetermined tax will yield a negligible 
difference. Carrying on the explanation of the entries on line 6, it 
is next necessary to discuss the development of the cost of the bourbon, 
exclusive of the federal tax. Ther e are two f actors of impo~ance in 
this computation. one is the cost of bulk whiskey, whi ch is based on 
a cost per original proof gallon placed in bond by the distiller . Second 
is the determination of the cost of shrinkage during aging, which must 
be absorbed by the rectification plant that purchases the warehouse 
receipts from the distillery. 
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The method by which the company develops predetermined costs 
with respect to bulk whiskey is quite interesting . It more approaches 
a procedure watch one would expect to find in a standard cost ystem 
than any ot the other methods of cost predetermination utiliz by the 
company. No reference at all is made to what has been paid for bulk 
whiskey in the p st or what the expectation for the future will be. 
In fact the predetermination of the cost is divorced completelY from 
experiential factors with respect to invoice costs o! bulk whisk Y• 
The company has from time to time distilled its own bulk whiskey at 
its own distillery located outside of the rectification and bottling 
plant . The cost of bulk whiskey is determined by calculating wh t it 
would cost to produce the same whiskey at its own distiller,r nd using 
this figure as the cost per original proof gallon on the cost sheet . 
The figure is therefore determined by taking into consideration the 
current price of grain, how much alcohol can be obtained per bu hel 
(the yield) , the costs of converting the grain to alcohol derived from 
the records of the company' s own distillery, and a storage charge 
esti.nw.te per month . It is inter ,sting to note at this time that in 
t.he computation of this figure no allowance is made for the profit 
margin of the outside distillery. When the calculations have been made 
they are validated in the manner explained in the following exarnpl,, 
which represents a verification carried out by this author . An actual 
cost figure taken from the company's records, which indicated that the 
cost per original proof gallon for a certain type of bulk whiskey four 
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years old was $. 87, was utilized in accomplishing the verification. 
Since the cost sheet from which the figure was taken was dated June 301 
1956, reference was made to Bus:5_ness Statistics·~ to determine the 
preTailing price per bushel in the grain market on that date, which was 
$1~52 . This cost per bushel is divided by the yield which, with respect 
to the type of grain concerned, is 5 gallons of alcohol per bushel. 
Therefore the following reconciliation may be prepared: 
Cost per gallon of whiskey per Cost Sheet 
Verification: 
Cost of grain necessary to produce 
1 gallon of alcohol (1. 52 ~ 5) 
Cost to convert grain to 1 gallon 
of alcohol (Industry Average) 
Storage cost (Industry Average) $ .01 
per month (4xl2x. Ol) 
. 10 
The unit cost thus determined i s the cost per original 
proof gallon, and it is at this time that an allowance is made or 
shrinkage during aging which is absorbed by the rectiri r . Two sub-
sidiary records are necessary to estimate the effect of shrinkage, and 
on these records are suwmarized a compilation of the compa~'s past 
experience with this element of cost . Figur e II shows a summary sheet 
used to record taxpaid withdraw ls from bonded bulk inventory. The 
first column labelled "entry" is a reference column. W/R stands for 
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warehouse receipt number . "Inspect" is the coj.umn for the date distilled. · 
The oro colwnn irrlicates the amount o.f original proof gallons purchased ., 
*18, p . 137 
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"Peru relates to the unit invoice cost, and the inventory amount 
column houses the extension. "Form Per" is the cost sheet estimate 
per original proof gallon, and ttforal amo1.mt" is the extension. The 
RFG column refers to regauged proof gallons, and is the amount 
actually withdrawn from bond after shrinkage . It will be remembered 
that the tax is based on regauged proof gallons, and the reader may 
wonder why provision for shrinkage was not made in the calculation 
of the tax discussed earlier. The wine gallon column on the cost 
sheet refers, not to original proof gallons as purchased, but to wine 
gallons necessary to make up the finished product . These wine gallons 
in the finished product are based on what actually comes out of bond 
after shrinkage, in fact what actually will be bottled. Therefore, it 
is not necessary to make an adjustment to the tax. On the other hand, 
when the whiskey is originally purchased the cost, as well as the 
standard cost, is figured on the basi s of the gallons original~ 
distilled, and therefore both types of cost must be adjusted upward 
as a result of the shrinkage . The next to last column in Figure II 
refers to the number of months which the bulk whiskey has been aged 
in bond from the time that it was distilled at the distillery. The 
last column labeled "'%" gives the percentage figure obtained by divid-
ing the figure in the OR:i column into the figure in the Rffi column, 
the resultant figure being the percentage that RPG ' s are to total 
OPG 1s . The information in these last two columns is transferred to 
the suinin.ary sheet shown as Figure III . This work sheet swnmarizes all 
the past experience of the company with respect to the recovery % 
Shrinkage is thus broken down according to the n~~er of months aged 
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prior to withdrawal and also reveals the experience with each distiller e 
Over the · years the company has been able to build up maximum and minimum 
recovery percentages with respect to months aged and individual distiller,r. 
The information contained in the final two columns of Figure II a 
compared with the experience to date as shown in Figure III and any 
changes necessary with respect to the maximum and minimum percentages 
are posted. For example, if the experience with rye whiskey distilled 
by distillery A and allowed to age for forty-eight months prior to with-
drawal indicates a mini.1!lll111 recovery of 7(J/., and a maximum recovery of 80%, 
all comparisons within this range will require no posting but any new 
experience outside of the limits will require changing whichever limit 
is affected. In determining the recovery percent which will be used 
on the cost sheets reference is made to the form reproduced as Figure III, 
and judgment is used by the cost accountant in choosing the particular 
percentage within the range indicated. Naturally consideration must be 
given to the experience with all distilleries since the estimator bas 
no way of knowing "Which distiller ' a product will specifically be used 
in the product he is costing. The reason that the breakdown per distiller 
record is kept is for comparison purposes as an aid to the purchasing 
department. A good price from a distillery with a low recovery % may 
not be quite as good as it seems . The Carlisle Average, as was explained 
earlier, is a government computed percentage based on industry-wide 
experience, which at one time i'las used to indicate the max:i..mum shrinkage 
allowance a rectifier could claim for tax purposes . The government felt 
it necessary to impose th:ts restriction to prevent companies from 
exaggerating shrinkage in order to avoid part of the tax. The company 
today uses the Carli le Average as a comparison figure with which to 
gauge the performance of its vendors . The percentage thus detenrrined 
is divided into the cost per original proof gallon to arrive at the cost 
per regauged proof gallon. To eriable the reader to fully understand 
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this operation it is necessary only to consider that, as shown on line 6 
of Figure I, $ . 70 is paid for .85 gallon and therefore the cost of 1 full 
gallon will be $.70 f .85 or $.824 per gallon. FinallY, this cost per 
regauged proof gallon is applied to the gallonage indicated in the 
proof gallon column of the cost sheet, and the extension is indicated 
in the amount column. 
On line 7 is given an example of the calculation of proof 
gallons and the amount of the federal tax when the strength of the 
ingredient is other than 100 proof. Neutral spirits are used in the 
trade at 190 proof and, therefore, the number of wine gallons must be 
multiplied by the strength of the spirits converted to a percentage. 
This operation yields .53 . 20 proof gallons as indicated, and multiplYing 
this result by the $10 • .50 per proof gallon tax gives the amount of the 
tax. As will be remembered, neutral spirits are not aged, so that there 
will be no need to make an allowance for shrinkage, as was indicated 
with respect to bulk whiske.y. 
The blend agent indicated on line 8 is as its name implies a 
chemical which facilitates the compounding of the various ingredients. 
It will be noticed that, in this case, the tax is not the product of 
the proof gallons times $10. 50. Due to the special character o£ this 
ingredient the government taxes it in a special way which, however, is 
more complex than the tax calculation already explained and need not 
concern us . Suffice to say that the company works up this calculation 
on a separate work-paper and carries the final resu~~ over to the cost 
sheet, the end result beiilg as close to what eventually becomes actual 
cost as the result of the normal tax calculation. 
Lines 9, 10, and 11 are self-explanatory and since there is 
no alcoholic content in these ingredients the calculations with respect 
to them are quite simple . The six-year bourbon entered on line 12 is 
handled in the same way as the entry on line 6. The difference between 
the price per original proof gallon of the four-year old and six-year 
old bourbon is $.24 which reflects the storage charge of $ . 01 a month 
mentioned earlier. 
Freight indic~ted on line 16 refers to freight in charges 
on shipments in of bulk whiskey . The estimated cost is based on the 
company ' s past experience with the information being drawn from previous 
freight bills . The information is gathered f or the period just preced-
ing the date of the cost sheet and going back to the date of the last 
previous cost sheet . Since freight bills are usually expressed in 
terrr~ of so much per 100 weight, this data must be surr~rized on a work 
sheet and then converted either to wine gallons or proof gallon so as 
to eventually arrive at an estimated freight cost per wine gallon or 
proof gallon . The estimate is generally made for proof gallons since 
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this is believed to be a more stable measure, less subject to fluctuations, 
as a result of environmental factors such as temperature . i'lithout 
getting into the complications of the conv-ersion factors, it ia only 
necessary to point out that the predeter~jnation of freight cost is 
based on actual past experience combined with judgmental factors concern-
ing the expectations of the status of future conditions . One other 
interesting problem in connection with this matter relates to the fact 
that the bulk whiskey going into any particular product may come from 
almost any part of the United States . Natural~ the distance over which 
transportation must be provided presents another variable in the comput -
tion of freight . Since the estimator of the cost of a particular product 
does not know in advance the actual geographical source of the materials 
to be utilized, some averaging device must be used in the preparation of 
the estimate. As can be seen on line 16 of the cost sh et the figure 
transferred from the subsidiary work sheet is expressed in terms of 
cost per approximately 86 proof gallons . In effect the subsidiary work 
sheet provides a column for total invoice cost for the period under 
examination and the total number of proof gallons applicable to these 
invoices . Simple division will yield cost per proof gallon which may 
be multiplied by the number of proof gallons in the product being 
estimated to give the final $2 .00 result as indicated by the example 
in Figure I . 
Finally, with respect to the estimate of formula cost it is 
necessary to provide for additional shrinkaee durj_ng rectification .. 
This additional shrinkage is not to be confused with the shrinkage 
during aging which has been mentioned previously. The for:mer takes 
place after the whiskey is withdrawn from .bond and taxpaid, and is there-
fore more expensive. The latter refers to the shrinkage which tal _,s 
place during aging prior to dumping for the purposes of rectification. 
The results of the computation of the cost applicable to this loss are 
indicated on line 17 of Figure I and are obtained in a manner similar 
to that of loss during aging . The only difference is that total formula 
costs are taken into consideration since the loss cannot be identified 
with any particular ingredient . Every four or five years the company 
investigates loss during rectification, and, in the course of this 
investigation, develops the percentage of loss applicable to each 
product . Naturally there is constant effort to keep this loss as low 
as possible, as was explained in Chapter II . The applicable percentage 
which in our example is 1% is applied to the two main elements of 
formula cost, the tax and ingredient cost in the following manner . 
Take the tax for instance: reference to line 13 of the tax column will 
indicate the subtotal with respect to the tax which is $903. 01. If 
it were not for the factor of shrinkage this tax expenditure would 
yield approximately 100 wi ne gallons of finished product . Due to the 
shrinkage, however, this expenditure will only produce 99 wine gallons 
since 1% will be lost during rectification. Therefore the only question 
remaining is how much tax must be paid to produce 100 wine gallons which 
is the unit of the cost sheet. The only operat ion that is necessar.y is 
to divide $903 . 01 by 99 t o get the cost of 1 wine gallon and multip~ 
this result by 100 which is tantamount t o dividi ng $903. 01 by 99% . 
The result of this calculation is $912 . 12 and appears on the cost sheet 
in the tax column at line 18. If the subtotal at line 13 is substracted 
fron1 the total at line 18 the result is t he cost applicable to shrinkage 
during rectification ent ered at line 17 . The same procedure is followed 
in the amount column to determine the cost of shrinkage as it applies 
to the ingredients and their applicable freight. Thus the cost of loss 
during rectification is developed by considering all costs as mixed 
together and shrinkage costwise occuring to each element according to 
the percentage its cost bears to the total cost. 
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In the second section of Figure I the costs are developed i n 
t erms of cost per case of various sized bott l es as indicated on line 
19. In order to make the calculations necessary in this section one 
must know the gallonage included in each case and this is determined 
by taking the product of the number of bottles in the case and th 
gallonage contained in each bottle. These calculations will be ful~ 
understood once the figures with respect to formula on line 20 have 
been explained . Line 20 uses the total ingredient cost of 100. 2 wine 
gallons found at line 18 in the amount column. It should be noticed 
that this cost is exclusive of the tax which will be taken into 
consideration at line 28 . If the total of the amount column~ $68. 33 
is divided by the 100. 2 wine gallons costed1 the result will be the 
formula ingredients cost per gallon exclusive of the tax. If t his 
figure is multiplied by the number of gallons contained in a case, 
the resultant figure will be the ingredients cost per case exclusive 
of the tax. This is the figure that is entered on line 20. A bottle 
whose size is designated as being a fifth contains one fifth of a gallon 
of liquid or its equivalent which. is 4/.5 of a quart . The standard case 
of fifths contains 12 bottles which means that the case will contain 
2 .4 gallons of alcoholic beverage since 12 x 1/5 • 2 . ~. . Thus multiply-
ing the cost per gallon of $.682 ($68 .31 : 100.2) by 2.4 gallons yields 
the cost per case of fifths which is $1. 64 as indicated on line 20. 
As will be noticed the remaining entries on this line are all the same. 
This is so since the cases indicated all contain 3 gallons . There are 
24 pints in a case of pints, 48 half pints in a case of half pints, 
12 quarts in a case of quarts and 6 half gallon containers in a case 
of half gallons . Since all these types of cases contil.in 3 gallons, 
the ingredient cost per case exclusive of tax for them may be determined 
by multiplYing .682 (ingredient cost per gallon) by 3 gallons which 
results in the re~ining figures on line 20, $2. 05. 
Bottling Costs 
Lines 21 t hrough 24 cont n the predet ermined costs with 
respect to materials necessary for th bottling end of t he operation, 
and the descriptive terms utilized are general~ sufficient to descr ibe 
the type of material referred to . Glass, of course, refers to the 
bottles, and celloseal are a plastic compound material that joins 
the cap to t he bottle in order to insure the purchaser that the contents 
of the bottle have not been t mpered with after shipment from the 
rectification plant . The basis for the estimation of these c t i 
past experience, and data is developed on an average for the period 
beginning with the date of preparation of the last cost sheet and 
ending approximatelY at the date of preparation of the current cost 
sheet. Since an average by itself i n a fluctuating market is not 
especially significant, the cost accountant utilizes the concept of 
an average range with a high point and low point determined wit h respect 
to his own judgment . Depending on what he con iders the trend to be, 
he chooses a figure within this range . If the trend seems high he will 
choose a figure toward the upper nd of the range and, if low, vice 
versa . If his observation of the mark t indicates condi tions to be 
stable his choice wil l fall so w r in the ddle of the range . 
Although the figures included on the sample cost sheet ore fictitious , 
they were designed to indicate existing relationships between the 
various types of cases . Take for example line 24 with respect to 
celloseals . The fifths column indicates $ .07 and the pints column 
indicates about twice this amount since there are twice as many bottles 
in a case of pints than there are in a case of fifths . Although a 
case of halt pints contains twice as many bottles as a case of pints, 
the cost with respect to each does not bear the same relationship 
and t.his is probably due to the fact that a smaller seal would be 
used on the smaller hal£ pint container . Since quarts are approximate-
~ the same size as fifths and their respective cases contain the 
same amount of bottles, the cost of celloseals would be expected to 
be about the same, as indicated in the sample . Final~, half gallon 
containers being larger at the neck than quarts, and a case of the 
former containing half as many bottles , indicates the physical 
relationship reflected by the cost relationship as entered on the 
sample sheet . Natural~, a similar analysis could be applied to the 
other items of bottling materials included on the sheet . The author 
has seen fit to point out the physical relationship among the various 
items so that the reader may observe its reflection with respect to 
the cost relationships between items . Obvious~ an understanding of 
this t;ype of analysis can be of great aid t o the cost estimator in 
determining the overall validity of his calculations . It is usually 
necessar.y for an accountant, as a final step in the preparation of aQY 
kind of report, to examine its internal ccnsistency. 
The company ' s analysis of overhead can be divided into two 
parts, and consists of a budget of estimated expenses, and the collection 
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and sun~rization of actual expenses . I n the budget there is no 
distinction between fixed and variai.:le expenses, nor is any effort 
made to develop figures for differing levels of production. The 
executives responsible for various t ypes of expenses prepare budgets 
based on sales forecasts compiled by the sales department. It seems 
unusual that persons responsible for particular expenditures shoul d 
also be charged with the responsibility for budgeting these same 
expenses, but, as will be pointed out later, the company ' s emphasis 
is on the sales end of the operation and is only interested in 
historical manufacturing expenses to the extent that t hey are in 
. J 
excess of the amount that the sales department is willing to allow. 
Despite the shortcoming of the budget as indicated above it serres 
management as an adequate tool of control when viewed with respect 
to the purposes for which it is ~tended. 
This budget is in no way utilized in the deteru~nation of 
estimated overhead contained on line 25 of the sample cost sheet . The 
basis for this calculation is actual cost of past periods as developed 
on a running worksheet which indicates the co ny 1s experience for 
the year endine with the cnrrent mont h . Thi record is kept by allocat-
ing expenses to particular product or departments insofar as this is 
practical . The remaining unallocated common costs are kept in total, 
and, pri or to preparation of the cost sheet , are distributed among the 
various products on the basis of direct 1 bor dollars expended on each 
product type . The totals for each product type thus obtained re 
divided by the total number of cases (no matter what size bottles they 
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contain), applicable to the same year to arrive at a uniform overhead 
cost per case which is reflected by the equal figures shown across line 
25. In the author ' s opinion as well as that of the company ' s cost 
accountant, this analysis should be carried further so that cases 
containing more bottles, for example, will carry a heavier burden. 
The company's executives, however , are satisfied with the status quo . 
The reason for this approach will be seen when the discussion concern-
jng direct and indirect labor is concluded and the company ' s ~tted 
use of the predetermined cost estimates for labor and overhead is 
explained. 
The estimates with respect to direct labor, as can be seen 
on line 26, are divided into two parts, manufacturing and line. The 
basis for making the predetermination is actual experience as opposed 
to a concept of standard performance . Direct labor costs for manu-
facturing (rectification) and line (bottling) are summarized on 
separate work sheets, and within each individual work sheet, the 
costs are segregated according to type of product worked upon. The 
period covered is usually the year ended at the date of the cost sheet . 
Total manufacturing direct labor cost for the year with respect to 
each product as obtained above is divided by the applicable gallonage 
to yield a cost per gallon. This figure is in turn multiplied by the 
gallonage per case to arrive at the estimate shown on the cost sheet . 
The entry shmm on the sample cost sheet indicates that manufacturing 
direct labor is approximately $~02 per gallon, and multiplying this 
figure by 2.4 in connection with fifths and by J in connection with 
all other cases will yield the entry as given . More effort is made 
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by management to control line labor through the use of records yielding 
more information than has been indicated for manufacturing labore Since 
the company uses punched card machinery to facilitate payroll operations 
this extra information can readily be obtained. One section of a report 
which will be explained belo-w yields actual cost data classified accord-
ing to type of product bottled and size of container used. From this 
punched card produced printed information, work sheets covering the 
year prior to the date of the cost sheet may be prepared showing total 
line labor cost per product segregated a ccording to size of container. 
Dividing by the_number of applicable cases produced during the year 
will give the lower numbers shown across line 26. When the cost account-
&nt ' s judgment concern.i.ng both manufacturing and line direct labor 
indicates that future conditions will vary significantly from past 
conditionsJ the estimates as shown on the respective work sheets are 
revised in the appropriate direction prior to being entered on the 
cost sheet . 
A sample of the monthly report prepared by the payroll 
department concerning line direct labor is presented in ~lgure IV. The 
reader should have no difficulty in understanding the type of data 
presented in each column since the descriptive titles above these columns 
are self-explanatory. Slight difficulty might arise in the understandL'lg 
of the determination of cost per case for both standard and actual since 
no wage rates are included in the schedule . Assuming the wage r ates for 
ma l e and female help to be $1. 10 and $1. 00 respectively, the st ndard 
cost per case can readily be computed by multiplying the munber of help 
.in each category by the appropriat e w ge rate, and t~king the sum of the 
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products and dividing it by the cases produced per hour . The calculation 
with respect to the sample presented in Figure IV would proceed as 
- -. follows : ~ (7x $1. 00) + (5 x $1. 10)_/ - 1, 00 • $.125. The cases per 
• 
hour figure in the 11actual11 group of columns would be derived by taking 
into consideration the actual hours necessary to complete the 4 runs 
which are not included in this schedule . 
Having introduced this swnmary of "line direct labor costs", 
the actual procedures necessary to develop the estimated costs for cost 
sheet purposes should be apparent. For example, total labor cost 
applicable to a particular product and a specific container size may 
be taken from the schedule illustrated in Figure IV by multip~g 
the number of cases (2000) by the cost per case ($ . 118) . To this 
total would be added figures obtained in the same manner from other 
entries on these month~ schedules which refer to the same product 
and container size. The total cost thus obtained would be divided by 
the total number of cases to yield the average cost per case which, 
-r1hen revised if necessary, will be entered on the cost sheet. 
The standards are set by the production department using 
its own judgment with respect to conditions in the plant and the 
representations made by the manufacturer of the bottling line machinery 
which reflect expected performance under more or less ideal conditions . 
The determination of the wage rate for standard purposes , of course, 
depends upon the provisions of the prevailing union contract . The 
standard as thus set remains relatively unchanged except for wage rates 
which are changed as new union contracts are negotiated . More will be 
said concerning the development of standards in Chapter IV. 
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For cont.rol purposes management utilizes the schedule 
illustrated in Figure IV by reconciling total labor hours per the 
time tickets and total labor hours per the schedule, and by observ-
ing in a casual or informal manner the difference between the standard 
and actual cost per case . The reconciliation takes the following form: 
Labor hours per time tickets 
Less: 
Hours charged to indir ect labor 3000 
Difference not accounted for 1000 
Labor hours per schedule of month~ 
line labor costs 
10,000 
4,000 
6_,000 
The difference not accounted for is analyzed as far as is 
possible into component causal elements such as bottling line break-
down time and training time. An informal analysis is also made of 
the variance bet ·Jeen actual and standard cost per case only in the 
event that the difference is considered material. Since standard 
labor rates are adjusted for changes in the union contract this element 
would not account for any of the variance. The two essential factors 
are composition of the crew and speed of the line. Since the workers 
are rotated as much as is possible to avoid monotony, and since labor 
turnover is quite high, management feels that frequent changes in crew 
composition is unavoidable, and, therefore, directs its attention 
toward line speed when the var ance between actual and standard appears 
to be material . In the sample presented in Figure IV, if the vari nee 
were material, management would seek to determine reasons for t he 
differ nee between actual cases per hour and standard cases per hour 
other than changes in crew composition. More discussion related to 
analysis of variance will be included in the next chapter. The author 
has felt it necessary to present detailed material concerning the 
schedule illustrated in Figure IV, even though only a small portion of 
the schedule applies to cost estimation, since this schedule can be 
carried over to a genuine standard cost system with minor revision. 
Indirect labor is estimated by taking the total cost of such 
labor for the year ended with the date of the cost sheet, and making 
any adjustments for future expectation. The cost thus estimated is 
distributed to products and container sizes on the basis of direct labor 
dollars as indicated in line 26. Assuming tl1...at total indirect labor 
is 70% of total direct labor, the estimate for indirect labor is deter-
mined by applYing this percentage to the corresponding items on line 26 . 
For example, to determine the entry on line 27 in the 11 fifths 11 column 
simply multiply • 70 times $ .049 + $ . 12 to yield $ .118. 
Prior to a discussion of the remaining items on the cost 
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sheet it is necessary to point out at this time a rather unu ual company 
procedure with respect to the utilization of predetermined costs applicable 
to labor and overhead. Although these estimates are used in connection 
with val11ing the quarterly physical inventories, they are not employed 
for monthly gross profit reports . In fact, for monthly statement 
purposes the sales departmen~ furnishes the labor and overhead figure 
whiehit will 11allowtt the production department, and this figure is 
reported on these statements . The reason for this approach is that the 
company is completely sales oriented, feeling that without effective 
sales organization there would be no need to have a manufacturing 
department . Also, as was mentioned in Chapter I, the most crucial aspect 
of the entire operation is merchandi sing . For that reason it is not so 
unusual that the company takes this approach . The sales department ' s 
estimate is always above the cost department ' s estimate , and therefore, 
when quarterlY statements are prepared, validated by the physical inventory, 
they will show a higher gross profit than the sum of the interim state-
ments . It is management ' s contention that if the cost department ' s 
.figure were ever to rise above the allowance made by the sales depart-
~ent, the,y would close the manufacturing end of the operation and have 
it c rried on for them by outsiders who could meet these figures . 
IncidentallY, the sales department makes its estimates of labor and over-
head by deducting the material cost, as given by the cost accountant, 
from what they ean afford to have as their cost and still make a reason-
able margin. In short, the business is operated as if the sales depart-
Jr.ent were buying from the manufacturing department . 
Taxation 
The federal tax as computed on line 18 is converted to cost per 
case and entered on line 28 . The conversion is accomplished by dividing 
the tax ( 912 . 12) by the total wine gallons on line 4 (100. 2) which yields 
the tax per gallon of $9 . 103 and further multiplying this figure by the 
number of gallons contained in the r espective case, which for example, 
with respect to fifths would be multiplied by 2.4 to yield $21. 85. The 
reader may wonder why this operation could not be accomplished more simply 
by converting the proof of the product (86) to a percentage, multiplying 
this percentage by the case gallonaee to obtain proof gallons , and fina~ 
multiplying these proof gallons by the amount of the tax which is $10. 50e 
If it were not for the fact that the blend aeent indicated on line 8 is 
taxed at a different rate, and the provision for loss during rectifica-
tion, this procedure would produce the same results as above. 
The rectification tax entered on line 29, however, is ir.~osed 
by the government on the basis of actual gallons bottled and actual 
strength which in this sample is 86 proof. Thus converting the 86 to 
a percentage and applying it to 3 gallons with respect to a case of 
quarts to give 2.58 proof gallons , and further multiplying these proof 
gallons by the $ . 30 per proof gallon rectification tax yields $.77 . 
Strip stamps are the long narrow stamps, familiar to anyone 
l'Jho has ever opened. a bottle of whiskey, which attach to cap and glass . 
Today the rectifier is not charged for theee stamps but in the past he 
was which e:xplains the inclusion of this item on the cost sheet. \men 
the form of the cost sheets is revised in the future, this item will be 
dropped out. 
The discussion thus far in this chapter has concerned the 
predetermination of the various cost elements applicable to each product . 
The remaining portion of this chapter will deal with the summary of 
these costs and how they are used for month~ and quarterly statements. 
Summarization of Costs 
Line 34 labeled total production is mere~ the total of lines 
20 through 29 and indicates the total predetermined cost of producing 
each case of each particular sized container . Ordinarily one would 
expect this amOtmt to be utili.zed for monthly statement purposes for 
a quick determination of cost of goods sol d by merely multiplying the 
monthly number of particular product and container size cases sold by 
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the production cost developed on the cost sheet . As was explained 
earlier, this is true except that the total is changed by substituting 
the sales department's estimated a llowance for labor and overhead for 
the cost department ' s predetermination. In short, the figures contained 
on lines 25 through 27 would be changed to reflect the sales depart-
ment ' s estimate, and thus the costs appearing on the monthly statements 
will not be in agreement with total production cost as indicated on 
line 34 of the sample cost. sheet. More will be said concerning this 
point when specific discussion of the monthly statements is presented. 
Suffice for the reader to understand that the totals on line 34 represent 
total estimated cost of production although this total is not transferred 
unadjusted to the monthly statements . 
Lines 32 and 33 as well as the bottom section of the cost 
sheet are used to aid in the preparation of quarter~ statements which 
are validated by physical inventories . The information presented on 
these lines aids in arriv·ing at the valuation of finished goods and work 
in process with respect to these statements . I t is generally felt that 
all costs presented on the cost sheet approximate very closely the 
actu.al costs incurred. This is due to the method of their determination, 
and the absence of significant fluctuation in their respective markets , 
with the exception of costs developed with respect to bulk whiskey 
entered on lines 6, 1, and 12 of the sample cost sheet . For the purposes 
of the quarter~ statements management desires a net profit which as 
clearly as possible reflects actual operating conditions . In order to 
accomplish this objective inventories at statement date must be stated 
as close to their actual cost as is possible, as long as this cost does 
not exceed current market quotations . S:i.nce the estimates with respect 
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to the cost of bulk whiskey are most subject to errors due to market 
fluctuations, it is necessar.y to adjust the estimates . This adjustment 
is made to bring the figure more in line with the actual cost of the 
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bulk whiskey included in the finished goods and work in process inventories 
at quarterlY statement -date . This is accomplished by the use of informa-
tion included in the bottom section of the cost sheet . As will be se~n 
later when the discussion concerning the company ' s general ledger is 
pret nted, this inventory valuation is crucial to the company ' s accurate 
determination of quarterly income . It is also interesting to note that 
a syste.m uhich, at first blush, appears to be a st ndard coating system 
can also be adapted to yield accurat data concerning actual profit 
determination in a minimum of time. Most textbook standard cost systems 
require development of actual and standard costs side by side present-
ing statements in terms of standards adjusted to a~tual by means of 
variance accounts . As will be seen in the evaluation of the comp~t s 
system presented in Chapter IV, this duplication of effort is eliminated 
by keeping standard costs independent of the general ledger . Of course, 
as will be explained, the elimination of these comparisons decreases 
the amount of information which the system will yield. 
The problem at hand, then, is to adjust the predetermined 
costs to actual for inventory valuation purposes with a minimum amount 
of effort. The means by which the company acoomplishes this goal is 
quite interesting. Factors are determined for entry in the bottom 
section of the cost sheet which indicate the variation in total case 
cost as a result of a $.01 variation in the cost applicable to the bulk 
whiskey included in that case . Therefore, when determination of the 
actual cost of bulk whiskey contained in the inventory is made, that 
figure can be compared with the cost appearing in the upper portion of 
the cost sheet, with respect to that particular type of bulk whiskey. 
The resulting difference multiplied by the applicable factor will yield 
the amount which must be added to or subtracted from total production 
cost to give cost for inventory valuation purposes . Natural~, in 
arriving at the actual for quarterly statement purposes, there will be 
no substitution of the sales department ' s far from actual estimate of 
labor and overhead. Thus it should be clear that, after application 
of this factor, inventory valuation reflects actual experience. All 
elements of cost with the exception of bulk whiskey are in line with 
actual experience without the necessity of adjustment . 
The conversion factor is calculated in the following manner. 
Take, for example, the four-year old bourbon included on line 6. To 
determine the factor applicable to this type of bulk whiskey it is 
necessary to determine how a $ . 01 variation in the cost per original 
proof gallon ($ . 70 in this case) would be reflected in the cost appli-
cable to the various sized cases . This $ . 01 variation would first have 
to be adjusted for shrinkage during aging, represented by the 85% factor , 
and dividing . 85 into $ . 01 yields an adjusted cost of $ . 0118 per regauged 
proof gallon . Since 5. 60 proof gallons are necessary according to the 
formula, the $. 01 variation expands to 5. 60 x $ . 0118 or $ . 0661. Next 
it is necessary to provide for the uniform shrinkage auring rectification 
of l% which necessitates dividing . 99 into $ . 0661 resulting in $. 0668. 
This figure is the amount of cost resulting from the . 01 variation 
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applicable to 100. 2 wine gallons as indicated on line 4, so that it is 
necessary to convert this figure to the cost applicable to the gallonage 
included in the various sized cases . This step is accomplished by first 
dividing by 100. 2 t o give the cost variation per wine gallon of $ . 000667. 
Multiplying this figure by the gallonage included in each case yields 
the factor applicable to four-year old bulk bourbon. As was explained 
earlier, cases of pi nts , half pints , quarts , and half gallons contain 
the same number of wine gallons , namely 3, whereas a case of fifths 
contains 2. 4 wine gallons . Therefore the factor with respect to all 
case .. sizes will be the same wi th the exception of fifths . The factor 
for fifths will therefore be $ . 000667 x 2. 4 or $ . 0016, and the factor 
for the re~~ining sizes will be $ . 000667 x 3 or $ . 002 . With respect 
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to the sample cost sheet similar operations can be applied to neutr· .1 
spirits and six-year old bourbon to arrive at the factors entered on 
lines 37 and 38. With respect to neutral spirits, however, no considera-
tion must be given to shrinkage during aging as there is none si.nce 
neutral spirits are not aged as was explained in Chapter r. 
It may be interesting at this poi nt t o present an example 
concerning the application of the f actors to an actual situation in 
arriVing at a close approximation of cost for inventory valuation 
purposes . Actual cost will be presented based on application of the 
factors , and a comparison will be made between this figure and the 
corresponding figure determined by the longer direct method as shown 
below: 
Assume that it i s determined that the cost of bulk 
iJhiskey included in the ending inTentory is as follows: 
Bourbon 
Neutral Spirits 
Bourbon 
Age 
4 
6 
Cost 
$1.00 
$ . 70 
$ . 90 
Determine t he adjusted cost to be applied to t he number 
of cases of quarts of Boozer ' s Blend included in the 
finished goods inventory at quarter~ statement date by 
two methods . Solution:. 
Method 1 (Using f a ctors as explained aboTe) 
Bourbon (4-yr) Neutr 1 Spirits Bourbon (6-yr) 
' Actual cost (giTen) $. 70 
. • 50 
$.20 
$.90 
.94 
($:oli") 
. 01029 
($.041) 
•
1 
Predeter"!tlined cost 
Variation 
:Factor 
I 
Variaton per case 
1Total pr duction cost per cost sheet 
Adjusted cost for inventory Taluation 
Met hod 2 (Direct approacE) 
Ingredients 
Bourbon 4-yr 
,Neutral Spirits 
'Lines 8- 11 
~urbon 6-yr eight 
ro 
27 . 20 
~ Loss 
~otal 
Formula. co t per 
Formula cost per 
Pifference 
( $79.57 X 3) 
3 wine gallons ( roo.2 ) 
cost sheet 
Total production cost per cost sheet 
Adjusted cost for inventory valuation 
.ol6o8 
$ .322 
Unit Cost 
$1. 00 (85%) s $1.176 RPG 
. 70 
. 90 (80%) ::~ $1.125 RFG 
Total 
Amount 
$6. 59 
37.24 
2.34 
30. 6o 
2. 00 
.eo 
J79.57 
2.38 
2. 05 $ .33 
32.523 
~j2 . 853 
As ean be seen, the difference presumably due to rounding 
is negligible, so that the t e saYings with respect to Hethod 1 
definitely recommends this method to facilitate quarterly statement 
preparation. The sizable variations in bulk whiskey cost were used 
for the purposes of the example and would not be found in actual 
practice. 
The discussion of the entries on the cost sheet ends here 
si nce all entries have alrea~ been discussed . The conversions explained 
above are handled by means of work papers so that it is not neces ary 
to include any further information on the cost sheet . A discussion of 
the determination of actual cost of bulk whiskey included in the 
inventori es will be deferred unt il materi al is present ed with respect 
to the quarterly statements later in this chapter . 
Honthly Stat ements . 
Monthly statements are pr epared for two mai n purposes: to give 
management a quick rough estimate of the results of mont hly operation and 
to provide a basis for salesmen' s compensation. 
Sales and sales ret urns are developed for this statement by 
means of machine methods utilized in the processing of orders and bill-
ing . From t his figure for net sales is deducted cost of goods sold, 
determined by applying the total production cost for each type of case, 
as shown on line 34 of the applicable cost sheet (adjusted to remove the 
cost department ' s estimate for labor and overhead and substitute the 
sales departl'llent 1 s allo1·1ance) , to the number of cases sold. The figure 
thus determined is r eferred to by the compa~ as gross spread, to 
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distinguish it from gross profit, the development of which will be explain-
ed below. Discussj.on has already been presented concerning the substitu-
tion with respect to labor and OTerhead. All that can additionally be 
said here is that the comp :r• management feels safer with respect to 
price negotiations working with a fictitious cost which is greater than 
actual. As long as the salesmen can sell at the fictitious cost or above, 
the company is assured of a profit . Another reason for the use of this 
system is to prevent salesmen from finding out the company' s cost . Tnis 
is comparable to a home office branch relationship where merchandise 
shipments from the home office are billed at some arbitrary figure 
above cost so that branch managers will not know the profits contri-
buted by their respective branches. The use of this procedure will 
certainly not mislead management since they know the nature of the costs . 
Furthermore, managerial decisions based on results of operations are 
made on a comparative basis . As lopg as the method of statement prepara-
tion is consistent, the comparative basis will not be significant~ 
affected. Finally, actual results will be available to management on 
a quarter~ basis which should not be too late for them to act on 
conditions not revealed in the fictitious mont~ statements . 
From gross spread is deducted a variance due to material 
price since usage is well controlled by the formula in processes such 
as rectification. 1-laterials here refers only to the bulk whiskey 
utilized in production and adjustment is deem d necessary with re.~pect 
to this item due to its materiality and the fluctuations in its arket. 
This adjustment is fUrther f cilitated by the following two considerations. 
According to government regulation perpetual inventory records must be 
mai ntained with respect to quantity and cost for inventories of bulk 
~hiskeys . Since each barrel has a serial nmnber, costing is accompli shed 
on the basis of specific identification with the records readi~ yield-
ing the necessary information to deter.ffiine the cost of withdrawal~ of 
whiskey from bond for any particular month. Secondly, due to the fact 
that rectification is a continuous flow process, with work in process 
essentially the same at the end of each month, no adjustment must be 
made for this factor . The company also finds that the finished goods 
inventory at the end of each month is about the same. In view of this 
second uniform consideration, the cost of withdrawals from bulk inventory 
is an accurate approximation of the cost of bulk whiskey applicable to 
cased product sold .. Compari son of this figure t.zith bulk i nventory · 
costs absorbed by means of the predetermined costs yields the variance . 
~ihen t his Tariance is deducted from gross spread the company has a 
measur e of gross profit from 11hi ch is deducted actual selling and 
administrative expenses as compiled in the general ledger, to yield 
monthly net. profit . As can be seen there is no further at tempt to 
tease out variances with respect to other mater ials and, naturally, 
1it h respect to labor and overhe~d . Also wit h respect to bulk hiskey 
there is no attempt to analyze the variance which is probabl y due t o 
the fact that variance applicable to usage i s negligible. 
Quarterly Statements 
A physical count of all inventoriable items is made quarterlY 
at which time the company can prepare operating stntPJnents which reflect 
t heir best approximation of net profit for the three month-period. These 
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statements are prepared directly from the general ledger after the 
reflection of the usual adjusting entries. 
In order to enable an understanding of the quarter~ state• 
ments it is necessary to present a brief general description of the 
accounts maintained in the general ledger . For all intensive purposes 
the accounts are kept as if the firm were a merchandising concern 
rather than a manufacturing concern . In short, the compaey does not 
maintain the usual manufacturing accounts . Separate accounts are kept 
for all materials, labor, and o erhead items but no effort is made to 
transfer dollar amounts into a work in process account on a perpetual 
basis as the items are put into production. In addition, there is no 
atten~t made to relleve costs from the various accounts and app~ them 
to a finished goods account as the applicable products become completed. 
All accounts concerning costs applicable to production are conceived 
by the company in combination to be similar to a purchases account 
maintained by a merchandising concern. For income statement p poses 
these accounts including inventory costs at the beginning of the period 
are lumped together . After relieving the combination of appropriate 
costs applicable to all inventory items remaining on hand at the 
quarterly date, the combination represents the cost of goods sold for 
the period. The only question which remains to be answered in order 
to complete the picture is the basis for valuation of the various 
inventories . This point of course is crucial with respect to actual 
and ac~xrate profi t reporting . For purposes of the ensuing discussion 
the inventoriable items may be classified as .follows: (1) Bulk t-lhiskey, 
(2) Work in process, (3) Finished goods, (4) Other materials and supplies. 
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Bulk Whiskel 
As mentioned earlier the government requires that perpetual 
records be maintained for all types of bulk whiskey. Since all tiith-
drawals from these inventories are priced according to specific 
identification there is no problem with respect to the pricing of the 
barrels remaining on hand. Due to the close ·government S'Q.Pervision 
of all bulk whiskey on hand which, of course, must be in bond, it is 
not even necessary for the compaey to take a physical count . Confirma-
tion from the various government controlled bonded warehouses is 
sufficient . Company records concerning these inventories must be 
extremely accurate, and therefore there is hardly ~ divergence 
between the company ' s records and the records maintained at the bonded 
warehouses . The company t s i ndependent auditors have, from time to 
time, counted bulk uhiskey in bond, and only once was an error of one 
barrel found back in 193.3, shol"tly after the repeal of prohibition. 
vlork i n Procesa 
The company ' s work in process inventory consists o~ of 
costs applicable to formula ingredients found in the rectification and 
bottling tank plus the applicable tax. Restricting the work in process 
inventory costs to these two elements poses no problem. On the quc:;rter-
ly date no bottling runs r1ill be started which cannot be completed that 
day. No effort is made by the company to capitalize the indirect labor 
or overhead applicable to the ~ork in process, strictly on the theory 
t hat expensing these items yields a conservative balance sheet and 
allows maximum deductions for tax purposes . The tax benefit is only 
obtained initiallY because of the offsetting effect of inventory 
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underevaluation both at the beginning and end of the year . Therefore 
the work in process is valued on the basis of estimated costs appear-
ing on the cost sheet in the total column and tax column of l i ne 18. 
As was indicated earlier these costs are adjusted to closely approximate 
actual conditions by means of the factors calculated at the bottom of 
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the cost sheet. The application of the factors has already been explained, 
but the author PES yet to discuss the method by which actual costs 
applicable to on hand inventories are determined . Once calculated they 
may be compared with the predetermined costs indicated on the cost sheets 
to yield the number of cents difference to be applied to the factors . 
J.n infori112.1 work sheet s:illlilar to the one presented as Figure V is 
utilized for this purpose . With minor variation the same procedure 
is applied with respect to finished goods inventory. 
The entries on the work sheet presented in Figure V ar e 
developed in the following maP~er . The figure in column number l 
r epr esents the current market quotation for the particular type of bulk 
Hhiskey indicated. As lon · as this figure remains above the proposed 
cost f igure it is given no part in the dete~ination of estimated act1al. 
I f i t were to fall below the cost figure determined by reference to t he 
r einai ni ng columns, it l-Jould be used for inventory valuat.ion urposes . 
Column 2 repres~Alts the weighted average cost of all purchases of the 
particular type of bulk whiskey indicated during the quarterl y period 
i n question. Column 3,. of course , is the standard whose calculation 
ha been previously examined .and ppears on the cost sheet . This column 
is included so that,. once actual coet has been determined, the necessary 
rlGUR£ st 
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r.omparison can be made in order to yield the difference which must 
be applied to the factor . Its inclusion also . ives the cost accountant 
a chance to compare his predetermined cost with actual conditions., which 
ma:y reveal the necessity for investigation of the development of his 
standard costs for the purpose of making any appropriate changes . The 
"last quarter" column includes figures based on the cost of the parti-
cular type of bulk whiskey concerned included in the current inventory 
on hand at the quarterly date, costed on a specific identification 
basi s , and employing a weighted average for different barrels of the 
same item. Finally column 5 represents the cost on a specific identi-
fication basis of the latest withdraual of the particular type of bulk 
whiskey prior to the quarterly date . Having all this data before him, 
the cost accountant is in a position to make a close approxiw~tion of 
the actual cost of bulk whiskey included in the work in process as 
well as the finished goods on the basis of judgmental factors built 
up through years of experience. Once the actual cost has been deterrrdned 
the following procedure is accomplished. Assume that upon physical 
count it is determined that 400 gallons of Boozer ' s Blend is in process 
in the bottling tanks . First it is necesscry to de ermine the adjusted 
standard cost applicable to the 400 gallons and then the applicable 
tax . Assuming the same facts as in the case of the co~parison between 
the factor and direct met hod# the following procedure would be followed . 
# See P - 6.5 . 
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According to this comparison example the variation per case of quarts 
applicable to the difference between estimated actual and standard is 
$ . 341. Since this applies to 3 gallons included in a case of quarts , 
divi sion by 3 would give $.114 or the variation applicable to 1 gallon• 
Further multiplication by 400 would give the variation applicable to 
400 gallons which is 45. 60. Assuming for convenience that shrinkage 
durir~ rectification has already taken place , it is necessar,y to deter-
r..:i.ne the standard fornmla cost for 400 gallons . To this may be added 
the variation as calculated above to arrive at the value of this par-
ticular portion of the mrk in process inventory. 
This .step is accomplished by dividing the formula cost per 
case of quarts, for example, as indicated on line 20 of the sample 
sheet by 3 (the nunmer of gallons contained in a case) to arrive a t 
$ . 683 ($2 . 05 ! 3) . Hultiplying . 683 by 400 yields $273.20 or the 
• 
standard formula cost applicable to 400 gallons . Adding the variation 
previously deterw~ned to this figure yields $318 . 80 ($273. 20 + $45. 60) 
. or the f ormula cost for wor k in process valuation . Divi ' ng the federal 
tax figure shown on line 2R for quarts by 3 yields the tax per gnllon 
of $9. 103. Further multip_ i ~ b r 400 yields the tax applicable to the 
~ortion of work in process l_ich i s in question , $31 641. 20. Adding 
thi:; figure to the $318. 80 pr vio 1y determined yields ~ 3, 960 \-.hich 
is the valuation for balance sh.~t purposes applicable t o the port.on 
of the work i n process inventt~ry · ncluded in the example. It is 
necessary t o point out that the rectification tax · s not •ncluded in 
wor k in process valuation. In most.· cases it· will.not have been paid 
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since payment occurs just prior to the bottling operati.on. Any tax that 
is applicable to work in procesa inventories that happens to be paid can 
easily be set up as a prepaid item on the balance sheet . The actual 
calculation of the work in process valuation would not be done in 
exactly the same maimer as indicated in the example. Work sheets would 
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be prepared to summarize the data in a more acceptable manner . The 
method of approach used by the author was intended to point out to the 
reader possible sources of data from which the inventory valuation rosy 
be accomplished, and to increase the reader ' s familiarity with the 
sample cost sheet. 
Finished Goods 
It should be understood at t his point that the valuation of 
finished goods would follow the same procedure with respect to the 
determination of estimated actual cost by the use of a form similar 
to the one presented in Figure V. Once the estimated actual cost has 
been determined the procedure indicated under Method 1 of the comparison 
example# would be utilized to derive the estimated actual cost per case . 
For eY~ple, if the physical count sheet indicates that 1000 cases of 
Boozer ' s Blend packed in quart containers are on hand, 1000 would be 
multiplied by $32. 864 (adjusted standard cost or estimated actUal cost) 
to yield $32,864 as the valuation for that particular portion of the 
inventory. There is no tax problem here since this has already been 
taken into consideration in accumulating total production cost (line 34) 
to which the variation is added or subtracted, whatever the case may be. 
#See p . 65. 
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Other Materials and Supplies 
Final~, it is necessary to take a physical count of other 
materials and supplies on hand at the quarterlY date . These would 
include all ingredients other than bulk whiskey and all bottling 
materials . The items remaining on hand are general~ costed on a 
FIFO basis by pricing them at latest invoice cost . This method 
appears quite adequate since the markets for these items seldom show 
significant fluctuati on. 
In summary, quarter~ statements are based on general ledger 
accounts which summarize actual expenditures during the period. These 
are adjusted for inventoriable items remai ning on hand at the end of 
the quarter . Cost of goods sold is squeezed out in a manner si "lar 
to that employed by a merchandising concern on t he periodic inVentor,y 
basis . The valuation of inventories, as explained above, is therefore 
crucial to accurate profit reporting . 
To complete the statement picture it is only necessary to 
indicate the reconciliation between the profit indicated on the cumula-
tive monthly statements for the quarter and the profit indicated on 
the quarter~ statement. In the absence of error, the following 
reconciliation would be prepared: 
Profit per cumulative month~ statement 
Less: 
Labor and overhead per sales department 
Plus: 
Labor and overhead per cost department 
Profit per quarterly statement 
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Tak~ng the 'two classifications of production cost, namely 
materials arid convers].on costs (labor and overhead) separately, the 
above reconciliation nmy more readily be understood . On the monthly 
statements predetermined materials cost with respect to bulk whiskey 
is adjusted to be in accord with actual experience per the perpetual 
inTentory records . The corresponding amounts on the quarterly state-
ment are adjusted to actual by means of the physical inventor.y valuation 
preTiously explained . With respect to all other materials, and labor 
and overhead, the method of development and mark t structure indicate 
that the predetermined costs are a fair approximation of actual 
conditions . 
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CHAPTER IV 
Discussion 
In Chapter III a detailed discussion was presented concerning 
the cost accounting system that is in use at the company investigated. 
N~edless to say, this systen1 5rew up as the company grew and was 
adapted to the changing demands of the company 's management for various 
types of information . Naturally, a system which evolved under these 
circumstances does not have the polish and effectiveness of a system 
set up as a result of a careful study accomplished by the management 
services division of a public accounting firm for example. Also, as 
would be expected, the company ' s methods of accounting for costs do 
not conform with the elaborate systems set forth in many text books . 
The reader should not think, however, that the above discussion is 
intended to level criticism at the current company methodology. How 
then should the system be judged? An ideal syste is that system which 
prod cos the most amoUnt of useful info tion in the most efficient 
manner . Cost accounting systems are intended to yield the bulk of 
information pertaining to the production aspect of the business 
organization, and, since this aspect is so complex, it follows that 
the total amount of information available would indeed be voluminous . 
In order to have the total information available for managerial con-
templation in usable form, and before an unreasonable period of time 
has elapsed, it would be necessary to integrate an electronic data 
processing device into the system. The cost of such a device prevents 
its introduction from being the solution to the problem. In view of 
this consideration, then, it would seem to be unrealistic to think in 
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terms of supplying the total useful informs;~ion that can be gained 
£rom a careful observation of production. It is therefore necessary 
for management to scale down the total useful information to merely 
significant or crucial information. As this process o£ scaling do~n 
occurs the system necessar,y to meet managerial needs becomes less 
formalistic, less similar to ta~ book presentations, less time 
consuming , and less cost~. The discussion of the company' s cost 
accoUl1ting system can now proceed in a slightly different frame or 
reference than the reader might have originally anticipated. Through-
out t his dis~ussion the author will attempt to answer the following 
questions : Has total useful information been scaled down too £ar in 
arriving at significant information, and does the system described 
in Chapter III provide accur~te data from which this significant 
information may be obtained? In other words is management getting 
enough correct information to adequate~ fulfill its responsibilities? 
In accomplishing this objective the following points will be discussed. 
The reader will be given persp ctive concerning the company' s system 
by a discussion of standard and estimated cost procedures . As was 
indicated in Chapter III·, the described system can be classified as 
one or the other or a combination of both. Further discussion will 
indicat e t he types ot information ~hich these systems are designed 
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iio provide so that iihe reader may contrast the "ideal" yield with the 
yield provided by the compa~' s short cut system. From this discussion 
the reader should get some i dea as to whether the time saved by eliminat-
ing various procedures bears the proper relation to the information 
lost, and whether the short cutting of the text book methods deprives 
management of significant tools o£ control and accuracy of yield-
Final~ a brief consideration of management 1s information needs will 
be presented so that the comp IlT ' s cost accounting system can be 
viewed in this light. 
Standard and Estimated Costs 
Principles 
Contrasting and comparing standards and estimates can 
be ccomplished general~ in two different areas , determination and 
handling in the accounting records . Prior to discussing these areas 
it is necessary to give the reader a brief introduction .as to how 
standard and estimated systems relate to the traditional job order and 
process costing methods . Both job order and process costing deal with 
swnmarizing historical, actual cost data for financial statement 
purposes and internal management reports . These systems provide 
operations to be applied to actual cost data in summarizing the 
results or a past period. Rigorous time consu.Y!ling procedures must 
be accomplished and often data becomes available long after the time 
when it could best be utilized by management . Standards and estimates 
have been developed to reduce the time gap and, with respect to 
standards, to give management a yardstick with which to measure per-
formance . A significant problem in the determination of job order 
costs was the allocation of overhead to the various jobs . In view 
or the special difficulty involved with overhead as a result of the 
obscure relationship between elements of overhead and the jobs 
responsible for each element, it was necessar.y to compare total 
year~ overhead with total yearly direct labor for example. A ratio 
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was thus derived by which overhead may be applied to each job in 
proportion to the direct labor consumed by the job . Naturally, these 
comparisons -were made 1-li th res ect to last year ' s figures and there-
fore, in a sense, this year ' s overhead has been predicted or predetermin-
ed by examination of the previous year ' s results . This analysis leads 
smoothly into a discussion of estimated costs . 
Estimated costs are costs for this year which are predicted 
on the basis of past year ' s results, and can therefore be available 
for use even before an actual cent has been spent during the current 
year. Since they are based on past years ' results they cannot very 
well serve as a yardstick except to compare the current year with 
past years . The main advantage of these estimates is that they give 
management the estimated cost of each unit manufacturered as well as 
the cost of each unit sold when this information can do management 
the most good - immediate~! I£ conditions from year to year do not 
change significantly or if the estimates are periodically revised to 
reflect actual changes as well as expected changes, cost estimates 
become an extremely good prediction of what will turn out to be actual 
experience . As was mentioned earlier, however, they are inadequate as 
a tight measure of control since they reflect actual experience which 
may or may not be best c st. 
To provide airtight control for management by establishtng 
a norm or yardstick for corparison purposes standard cost procedures 
have been develop d. This type of costing is comparable with estimates 
in tl'JO respects: Standard costs are predetermined to yield quick 
-I 
information to manage ent concerning production and also enable a 
comparison of actual experience with a predetermination. The main 
areas of contrast are the techniques and concepts by which standards 
are developed. Ideal standards are not based on past experience at 
all. Instead the,y are scientifically determined and represent ideal 
least costs . No management expects , however, that his plant combines 
men, materials, and machines in the most efficient manner so that 
production is at least possible c st . There is, however, a wide range 
along the continuum between least cost and actual experience and 
realistica~ set standard will fall somewhere in this range cl ser 
to the ideal end than the actual experience end. The picture should 
therefore be clear . Management, as independently as possible of past 
cost experience, determines a realistic cost level, and devotes much 
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of its time and ability in closing the gap between standard and actual. 
Standards , if properly set, can be a strong tool of control and efficien-
cy in management ' s hands . 
It should be pointed out that although the author has drawn 
a strong distinction between the two types of predetermined costs , in 
practice it is at times difficult to classify any particular observed 
system. Any textbook presentation of material on standard setting 
will include, among the possibilities, the use of an average of past 
experience . The presentation of this idea all but collapses the 
distinction made preViously betPJeen the t-·o systems . A more workable 
distinction would be that standards emphasize the control uses of the 
information yielded, whereas estimates lay emphasis on the ease of 
record. handling that such a system provides . Thus , when standard 
I 
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setting is accomplished by means of an average of past oxp r ie ,, , 
management would perhaps be wise to lower the standards below this 
level with the thought that no past experience can be the most efficient. 
It is the job of the future to constant~ be increasing efficiency, an 
elusive goal which seems to move further and further away the closer 
we approach it. With this distinction in mind, standards for control 
and estimates for ease of record keeping, the discussion can proceed 
· -to an attempt to classifY the system used by the company investigated. 
sification of Company X1s S;cste 
A discussion of the meth s utili3ed by the company in 
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arriving at its cost ·predeterminations should be accomplished by 
dividing production costs i nto four categories as follows: (1) Ingredient 
or formula cost, (2) Packaging costs , (3) labor and Gverhoad, d 
(4) Taxes. 
As indicated in Chapter III , the development of ingredient 
predeterminations, especially l-Jith respect to bulk whiskey, most 
approaches what one would expect with r espect to arriving at a scienti-
fie stands.rd . What the company actually pays for the whiskey is of 
no significance but a lower price is used depending on w~t it would 
cost the company currently to produce the same whiskey at its own 
distillery. For control purposes this method seems quite unrealistic 
since the company does not allow for the margin it must pay when not 
distilling its own whiskey. The development however does draw some 
appeal from the fact that it i s accomplished independently o£ the 
company ' s past experience with respect to bulk whiskey invoice prices . 
On the other hand no formal attempt is made to deter.mine variances 
between this standard ani the amount of actual expenditure so that , 
even if this predetermination was considered to be a bona fide standard, 
it must be concluded that the company is not making full use of the 
information which could be provided . In view of the means by which 
the standard is set it is also doubtful that any ana~sis of variance 
could produce any significant conclusions. 
The predetermination of packaging costs is based strictly 
on past experience with an eye toward future possible fluctuations . 
According to the previous discussion concerning standards and estimates 
it can be concluded that t his procedure produces a fine estimate but 
o~ a fair, yet acceptable, standard • . Since there is also no attempt 
here to ana~ze variances between expected and actual, the company ' s 
emphasis is obvious~ on ease of statement presentation and record 
keeping rather than control. 
Labor and overhead for quarter~ statement purposes are 
based on past experience and therefore close~ parallel the methodology 
with respect to packaging costs . On the other hand, as explained in 
Chapter III, labor and overhead for monthly statement purposes are 
determined by sales department estimates fhich are usually well above 
those of the cost department . By the use of sales depart.ment est:ilnates 
and their comparison with the cost department ' s figures a loose control 
is maintained over these elements of cost to the eA~ent that the sales 
department. offers the max:i.mwn amount of conversion cost available to 
the production department.. As l ong as act.ual cost :remains below this 
estimate , manage~ent assumes adequate efficiency. 
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It is hardly necessary to indicate that the predeterminatiorl 
of the tax element of cost is highl~· accurate . Ho~ ironic it seems that 
the element ~hich is most closelY predicted is that element over which 
the company cannot exert any "internal control1 and must content it-
self with whatever power it can muster to influence legislative 
enactments . 
From the above discussi n one PlaY note that the company ha 
readily taken ad antage of the ease of record keeping aspects of both 
standards and estimates . The only problems therefore remaining to be 
discussed are those of sufficiency of control, ac<mracy of information, 
and management needs . 
Ad quacy of Control 
It is the intenti on of the author to show that although 
control does not flow to management through the usual channels , with 
respect to systems of standards and estiln.ates, that adequate control 
is nevertheless maintained. 
There is no positive effort to exert any control over prices 
paid for bulk whiskey. Control in this area is not felt to be necessary 
since price fluctuations among suppliers for the same quality and type 
of bulk whiskey are not significant. The form indicated in Figure III 
of Chapter III shows that adequate control is ma:i.ntained 'ilith respect 
to shrinkage during aging which proves to be the only significant 
eleinent of inter-vendor variation. A running maximum am minimum of 
the type presented will indicate at a glance aqy unusual differences. 
The compari.son with the old Carlisle Average is also quite helpful. 
Control over packaging materials and overhead is accomplished 
.. 
by means of a semi --nnual budget developed. by the head of each depart-
ment on the basis of volume predicted by the sales department~ adjusted 
to expected inventory changes to yield production volume .. Comparisons 
are made monthly '\<lith the actual expenditures, and Bl"..Y significant 
differences are followed up. 
Finally, control over labor is exerted by means of the 
schedule indica.ted. in Figure IV of Chapter III . A concept of standard 
productivity, as indicated by the bottling line manufacturer, is 
utilized and rates are set according to union contract ewer which the 
c mpany can exert no direct control ~ The reconciliation on page 57 
affords management the opportunity to note the amount of unaceounted 
for labor hours ~hich can be investigated if found to be running in 
excess of maximum limi. ts . Thus it can be seen that management can 
exert a significant amount of control over productive operations. 
Control, however, is not exerted by using a scientifict:llly determ:i.ned 
yardstick but by keeping current costs in line with expected actual 
costs. 
Accuracz of · Inform tion 
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There is no need for an explanation co.rx:erning the accuracy 
of information available to management ~ The author, in the course of 
presenting the material included in Chapter III, has attempted to show 
at all times that the company ' s system does not save time at the expense 
of accuracy. It should be evident to the re~der at this point that , 
despite the limitations of depth and extensiveness, the data derived 
does not lack validity. 
Needs of Management 
Much effort indeed would be necessary in order to set up 
truly scientific standards, and . it is questionable whether manf!gement 
is interested in exerting such close control over the manufacturing 
end of the operation. As was mentjoned earlier, management is desirous 
of expending most of its effort towai~ the sales aspect of the organiz -
tion and is only casuallY interested in production, except insofar as 
prod.uction costs remain equal to or below a certain level. From th..is 
viewpoint the author believes that production control is definitely 
adequate until such time as management feels that it has sufficiently 
solved the sales probleJn to the point where energy can be shifted 
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toward slicing away at production costs and seeking scientific standards, 
which a progressive management is sure to set as an aid to solVing 
problems in this new area of concentration. 
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